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So you’re suddenly solo. Do you look for a new job immediately, consider starting a new solo or 
small firm law practice, take on some legal work from acquaintances in the meantime or make an 
entire new master plan for your life and career? Only you can answer these questions for 
yourself. But we think spending a day or more reading and reviewing these free online resources 
will give you a lot of inspiration and ideas. (If you count, you may even find more than 50 links 
in this article – we’re lawyers, not accountants!) 

Great Articles to Read  

Weather the Storm, by Gerry Riskin and Robert Millard 
The National, Canadian Bar Association, April/May 2008 issue 

What Should You Do Now? A Roundtable Discussion on Law Practice in a Time of Great 
Economic Turmoil Moderated and Edited By Dennis Kennedy 
Law Practice Today, November 2008 

Going Solo on a Budget by Dennis Kennedy 
ABA Journal, April 2009 

Teaming Up, Starting Anew by Dennis Kennedy 
ABA Journal, May 2009 

Law Office Start-up: Law Office on a Shoestring, by Sheila Blackford 
Oregon State Bar Bulletin - Managing Your Practice, October 2008 

Weather the Storm: Law Firm Risk Management in Hard Times, by Mark J.Fucile 
Oregon State Bar Bulletin - Managing Your Practice, May 2009 

Managing Anxiety in Uncertain Times 
Oregon Attorney Assistance Program In Sight Newsletter, March 2009 

Choices: Law Firm Billing and Accounting Software, by Dee Crocker 
Oregon State Bar Bulletin - Managing Your Practice, December 2008 

How to Take Control of Your Practice by Creating Vision and Mission Statement By Allison 
Shields 

http://www.americanbar.org/newsletter/publications/law_practice_today_home/law_practice_today_archive/april12/50-web-resources-for-the-suddenly-solo-lawyer.html
http://cbanational.rogers.dgtlpub.com/2008/2008-05-31/pdf/weather_the_storm.pdf
http://apps.americanbar.org/lpm/lpt/articles/mgt11082.shtml
http://apps.americanbar.org/lpm/lpt/articles/mgt11082.shtml
http://www.abajournal.com/magazine/going_solo_on_a_budget/
http://www.abajournal.com/magazine/teaming_up_starting_anew/
https://www.osbar.org/publications/bulletin/08oct/practice.html
http://www.osbar.org/publications/bulletin/09may/practice.html
http://www.oaap.org/data/documents/insight/Anxiety_march09.pdf
https://www.osbar.org/publications/bulletin/08dec/practice.html
http://apps.americanbar.org/genpractice/newsletter/lawtrends/0602/business/visionstatements.html
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Practicing Law in Tough Economic Times By Jim Calloway 
Oklahoma Bar Journal, January 2009 

More Thoughts on Practicing Law in Tough Economic Times By Jim Calloway 
Oklahoma Bar Journal, February 2009 

In a Tough Economy, the Importance of Effective Client Screening By Deborah E. Gillis 
Law Practice Today, November 2008 

LawPRO Magazine Surviving the Slide: Dealing with the Tough Economy (Winter 2008/2009) 

Lawyers Concerned for Lawyers (Massachusetts), Spring 2009 newsletter Theme issue on 
Responding to Trying Times 

Blogs 

Robert Ambrogi’s Law Sites keeps lawyers up to date on websites for lawyers. 

David Bilinsky’s Thoughtful Legal Management discusses law firm finance, profitability and the 
use of technology in law practice. 

JD Bliss helps lawyers balance work and life. 

Jim Calloway’s Law Practice Tips blog talks about practice management, the Internet and 
technology. 

Look to Counsel to Counsel for all things related to legal careers. 

Ellen Freedman’s Law Practice Management blog helps lawyers manage the business side of 
their practice. 

Don’t miss "What About Clients?" 12 Rules of Client Service. 

Tom Kane’s Legal Marketing Blog is dedicated to lawyer marketing in any size firm. 

Dennis Kennedy’s Dennis Kennedy.com focuses mostly on legal technology. 

Erik Mazzone’s Law Practice Matters Blog shows lawyers how to practice smart. 

Tom Mighell’s Inter-Alia blog is among other things, an internet legal research weblog. 

Home office lawyering is the focus at Chuck Newton's Rides the Third Wave. 

Another blog focusing on the home office phenomenon include: Home Office Warrior. 

http://www.okbar.org/members/map/articles/2009/011009.htm
http://www.okbar.org/members/map/articles/2009/021409.htm
http://apps.americanbar.org/lpm/lpt/articles/mgt11084.shtml
http://www.practicepro.ca/LawPROmag/2008LawPROMag.asp#lawpro4
http://lclma.org/contentnews.htm?sid=27
http://www.legaline.com/lawsites.html
http://thoughtfullaw.com/
http://www.jdblissblog.com/
http://jimcalloway.typepad.com/
http://www.counseltocounsel.com/
http://pa-lawpracticemanagement.com/
http://www.whataboutclients.com/archives/2006/04/the_12_rules_of_1.html
http://legalmarketingblog.com/
http://www.denniskennedy.com/blog/
http://www.lawpracticematters.com/
http://inter-alia.net/
http://stayviolation.typepad.com/chucknewton/
http://homeofficewarrior.com/
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AttorneyatWork. You should subscribe to AttorneyatWork to receive “one really good idea 
every day” by email. 

Ed Poll’s Law Biz Blog is a practical guide for lawyers. 

Gerry Riskin’s Amazing Firms, Amazing Practices covers legal practices from all angles. 

Allison Shields’ Legal Ease Blog helps lawyers create more productive, profitable and enjoyable 
law practices. (Additional articles from Allison can be found at: Lawyer Meltdown). 

Small Firm Innovation is a blog emphasizing practical solutions for solo and small firm lawyers 
written by various contributors that bills itself as “a resource by, for and about solo and small-
firm lawyers.” 

iPhone J.D. is a “must visit” site for lawyers to learn more about apps and ways to use their 
iPhones and iPads more effectively. It is packed with product reviews. 

The Droid Lawyer is the go-to place online for lawyers who want to learn more about their Droid 
phones and tablets.  

Guides, Checklists and Other Sets of Resources  

Carolyn Elefant’s MyShingle blog has long been recognized as a premiere resource for solo and 
small firm lawyers. See her resources and information for solos (includes forms and checklists 
for solos or those starting a law practice) and her online guide to starting a law practice. 

Economic Resource Guide (Maryland State Bar Association) 

Starting Your Own Practice (Florida Bar) 

Starting a Law Practice Web Directory (Oklahoma Bar Association) 

Checklist for Starting a Law Practice (Missouri Bar) 

practicePro’s “Managing” series of booklets 

Eight great downloadable booklets on managing your law practice. Your attention is directed to 
#6 “Managing the finances of your practice” where their sample law firm budget (in PDF or 
Excel) is their most popular download. Unlock Your Potential: Hanging Out Your Shingle: A 79 
page e-book in PDF format from the ABA Young Lawyer’s Division on setting up a law 
practice. 

JDSupra 
Attorneys post forms, motions and other documents here, and you can post your profile and get 
known as well. 

http://www.attorneyatwork.com/
http://lawbizblog.com/
http://www.gerryriskin.com/
http://legalease.blogs.com/legal_ease_blog
http://www.lawyermeltdown.com/articles.html
http://www.smallfirminnovation.com/
http://www.iphonejd.com/
http://thedroidlawyer.com/
http://www.myshingle.com/
http://sites.google.com/site/myshinglebarreview/Home/soloformania
http://www.myshingle.com/2008/01/resources/online-guide/
http://www.msba.org/departments/membership/newmemben/empresources/default.asp
http://tinyurl.com/lrpmcm
http://www.okbar.org/members/map/practice.htm
http://members.mobar.org/pdfs/lpm/checklist.pdf
http://www.practicepro.ca/managingbooklets/default.asp
http://www.jdsupra.com/
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IRS Starting a Business Resources 

Small Business Administration 
(see Small Business Planner, Tools and Local Resources) 

Legal Discussion Groups  

Solosez – An ABA listserv for solo and small firm lawyers 

Solomarketing – formed as a splinter group from Solosez, Solomarketing discusses all aspects of 
marketing for your law practice. For information, go to Solomarketing and search for 
Sololawyermarketing. 

Lawtech – Informal e-mail discussion list focused on legal technology. Get tech help and find 
out about the latest technology trends. 

(There are also many legal discussion groups on LinkedIn and other social networking sites) 

Resources from the American Bar Association  

ABA Law Practice Management Section Website provides news, tips, great CLE programs and 
more. 

Law Practice Magazine. 

Law Practice Today Free ezine from the ABA Law Practice Management Section. A must 
subscribe. 

ABA General Practice, Solo & Small Firm Division 

GPSolo Magazine 
Start with the Small theme issue, April/May 2009 

Then look through all of the other issues, online and free to non-members. 

ABA Legal Technology Resource Center a collection of technology resources and information 

Current articles (Articles are free but access to certain archives require ABA membership) 

Site-tation: Law Technology Resource Center's blog 

Whether you’re suddenly solo by choice or by design, there are a wealth of sites and resources 
available to help you plan your new practice and get it off the ground. Although this list is by no 
means exhaustive, we hope that it will help you get started. 

About the Authors 

http://www.irs.gov/businesses/small/article/0,,id=99336,00.html
http://www.sba.gov/
http://www.sba.gov/smallbusinessplanner/index.html
http://www.solosez.net/
http://groups.yahoo.com/
http://groups.yahoo.com/
http://mail.abanet.org/archives/lawtech.html
http://www.lawpractice.org/
http://www.lawpracticemagazine.com/
http://www.lawpracticetoday.com/
http://www.americanbar.org/groups/gpsolo.html
http://www.americanbar.org/publications/gp_solo.html
http://www.americanbar.org/newsletter/publications/gp_solo_magazine_home/gp_solo_magazine_index/2009_apr_may_index.html
http://www.americanbar.org/publications/gp_solo/past_issues.html
http://www.americanbar.org/groups/departments_offices/legal_technology_resources.html
http://www.americanbar.org/groups/departments_offices/legal_technology_resources/publications.html
http://www2.americanbar.org/sitetation/Pages/home.aspx
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http://jimcalloway.typepad.com/
http://www.okbar.org/members/map/articleindex.htm
mailto:Allison@LegalEaseConsulting.com
http://www.legaleaseconsulting.com/
http://www.lawyermeltdown.com/
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Fundamentals of Law Practice Management 
by Natalie R. Kelly 
 
 
There are more small firm lawyers in America than any other demographic.  Invariably, when 
the law firm is looked at as a business, the lawyer is deemed a small business owner.  As a 
business owner, many of the general business principles become applicable in the way the law 
practice is managed.  In fact, a successful attorney is often thought to be a good business 
manager.  Practice management involves the daily management of the affairs of the law firm as 
it operates as a business. 
 
When attempting to define law practice management several ideas regarding business come to 
mind.  Some of the more popular concepts for law practice management include management, 
finance, marketing and technology.  In fact, these concepts have been adopted as the 
cornerstone topical categories of the American Bar Association’s Law Practice Management 
Section.  When a lawyer fine tunes her skills in these areas they are enhancing their skills in the 
area of law practice management.  Because the practice of law is a professional service industry 
it is governed much differently than regular businesses.  So, the ethical standards and levels of 
professionalism that must be maintained by lawyers will impact each area of law practice 
management, too. 
 
So what are the fundamentals of law practice management?  What skills are required when it 
comes to managing a law practice?  Outlined here are some key skills and concepts that when 
mastered makes a lawyer a better manager of her practice, and be deemed to have a basic 
understanding of the fundamentals of law practice management. 
 
Business Skills 
 
Many lawyers or future lawyers have no idea how to run a business.  The skills that are needed 
to keep the doors of a practice open, at least from the business standpoint, are the same skills 
required of any business owner.  There has to be a continuing profit from the services that are 
being provided after the expenses of providing the service have been paid.  The simple 
economic equation of Revenue = Income – Expenses is the simple way to describe profitability.  
This is true for law practices just as it is for any business.  As previously, mentioned however, 
because the practice of law is a profession simply turning a profit does not mean a lawyer can 
not go out of business for ethical or professional infractions, i.e. commingling trust funds or 
committing felonies.    
 
Some of the key business skills for lawyers are: 
 

1) Understanding profitability and how to manage cash flow concerns – Lawyers should 
develop a budget, or at least understand what costs are involved in running the law 
practice.  Does the firm have enough money to keep the lights on, pay the secretary, 
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pay the firms’ taxes, and generate a salary for the practicing attorney?  Can the attorney 
reorganize expenses so as to create a situation that would allow for reserves to be put in 
place to keep a stable income steam for the practicing attorney?  Does the local bank 
find the firm’s financial situation stable enough to warrant lines of credits or commercial 
loans for financing the practice?  Can the firm generate enough income to pay off its 
debts? 

2) Understanding the economics of supply and demand and responding with an 
appropriate business and marketing plan – Do the practice areas the firm focuses on 
generate enough business for the economic survival of the firm?  Has a marketing 
evaluation been performed to see if the firm is providing needed services?  Is the 
marketplace too saturated in the areas of practice that the firm wants to focus, making 
it difficult to generate a profit in those areas?  Has the firm invested in appropriate, 
income-generating, and ethical advertising?  Are the business and marketing plans in 
writing? 

3) Understanding business ownership and the responsibilities of managing human 
resources and facilities – Do the law firm owners know how to supervise and manage 
people?  How can staff turnover be dealt with over time so that workers are happier and 
more loyal to the firm?  Have disaster recovery plans been made to address office 
emergencies? 

 
By developing the general business skills mentioned here and generating appropriate policies 
and procedures, a lawyer, and particularly a lawyer in a smaller office begins to become a 
better practice manager.   
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Technology Tools and Skills 
 
In becoming a better practice manager, the law office owner should play very careful attention 
to the role of technology in the practice of law.  Without the appropriate technology, a practice 
can be left behind in terms of its ability to compete with other firms.  From the economic 
standpoint, the ill-equipped law firm will continue to waste time and money with systems and 
procedures that do not allow for working on more matters in a more profitable or productive 
manner.   
 
The most basic of computer skills is typing.  It may seem trite, but if you do not know how to 
type, take lessons either online; at a local technical college or trade school; or purchase Mavis 
Beacon Teaches Typing, www.mavisbeacon.com, $19.99 Basic version, $29.99 Deluxe version. 
 
Lawyers also have their own set of software and hardware needs.  Here is a listing of what 
should be present in a small, well-managed practice: 
 

1) Office Suite Applications  
 
Word processing a given in law firms of any size. Word and WordPerfect are still the 
main applications for word processing. While WordPerfect may still be considered the 
better application for law firms by many, there are more firms using Word now than 
WordPerfect.  The other applications in the suite can also provide benefits to handling 
information in a law firm.  Spreadsheet, relational database, address book and 
presentation software tools are found in both Microsoft Office and Corel’s WordPerfect 
Office Suite.  In fact, these suites are often a part of the software that is bundled on 
computers being sold commercially.   WordPerfect Office X6 is the latest program from 
Corel and its Professional Version retails at $399.99 per license or at $259.99 per license 
for an upgrade.  For downloads of the Legal Version, the pricing is $379.99 per license.  
Microsoft Office 2010 Professional Edition is the suite from Microsoft and retails at $.  
 
Firms looking to avoid the initial or long-term costs frequently associated with using 
traditional office suite software now have the option of looking to open-source, and 
ultimately free solutions.  It should be noted that these services are often of the online 
variety, and may not have the same levels of support and service as the traditional 
models.  Alongside the open-source suites are the cloud-based services like that of 
Office 365 and GoogleDocs, which are finding themselves being used more and more by 
the often  younger and more technological, risk-taking set. 
 

 
 

2) Practice Management Software 
 

With prices ranging from $495 and up for the first user, these must-have law office 
applications are probably now found in about 28% of the nation’s law firms.  There are 

http://www.mavisbeacon.com/
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still many firms that do not know the value of a practice or case management software 
system.  
 
A major function of practice (or case) management systems is that they handle a firm’s 
matters or cases in such a way that the actual file is being mirrored in an electronic 
format on the computer.  All elements of a legal matter is entered.  For instance, a 
matter record in one of these programs might consist of the following fields:   

 
• matter name 
• matter number  
• parties to the matter  
• contact information for the parties (name, address, telephone     number, 
fax number, e-mail address)  
• appointments  
• time entries  
• tasks (both completed and those to be done) 
• documents  
• e-mails related to the matter  
 

Information from the matter record is integrated with the case management system 
calendar.  This part of the system handles the firm’s docketing needs as appointments 
and tasks are entered and accessed by everyone in the firm.  Group scheduling, 
repeating appointments, pop-up reminders, and multiple calendar views are standard 
for these systems. 

 
Case management systems also integrate and handle firm contacts.  Names, addresses, 
telephone numbers, e-mail addresses and the like are all stored and maintained in the 
system. Case managers usually allow for the categorization of contacts so that the 
information can be put to use in advanced document assembly and management 
functions.  For instance, these systems make it easy for firms to create and send letters 
to a list of the firm’s active clients. 

 
Case management systems contain several features that handle major front office work 
processes.  In fact, these programs have grown over the years, and as the features have 
expanded, these systems have morphed into a larger category of management systems 
– “practice management systems.”  Practice management includes basic case 
management and advanced integration of features for document generation (creating 
merged documents with the word processor, document management (organization, 
storage and indexing capabilities for integrated documents), and client/customer 
relationship management features. 

 
For small law offices, these are the better programs from which to choose: 

 
Amicus Attorney – www.amicusattorney.com 

http://www.amicusattorney.com/
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ABACUS Law – www.abacuslaw.com 
Practice Master – www.practicemaster.com 
TimeMatters – www.timematters.com 

 
Another system that is often included in this list is ProLaw Ready – 
www.prolawready.com.  There are also several other systems, over one hundred and 
twenty others to be exact, that classify themselves as practice management software 
programs suitable for solo and small firm practitioners. And there are also some practice 
area-specific case managers, like Needles, www.needleslaw.com, for personal injury 
firms; Immigration Professional, www.immigrantsoftware.com , for immigration 
practices; or BestCase, www.bestcase.com, for bankruptcy firms.  With this number of 
products, you must do your homework before shopping! 
 
Cloud-based practice management programs are currently very popular, too.  The 
advantages of having practice management capability online is that there is more ready 
accessibility to client information, and the addition of extranet capability can make for a 
more rewarding client experience.  While cloud practice managers do not have all of the 
functionality of their software-based counterpart programs, they are robust enough to 
manage most client matters adequately from intake to final billing.  The monthly fee 
model used to pay for these systems also provides a simple way to learn how these 
programs operate without huge investments of money.  The key to making sure these 
programs work well is maintaining ultimate control of the treatment of your data by 
having most if not all copied into a local backup space or medium. As with cloud storage, 
vendors should be monitored to ensure the security and proper treatment of legal 
information.   
 
Top web-based practice managers include: 

Vendor Subscription Details 
Contract 
Y or N? Additional 

Clio 
www.goclio.com 

Attorneys - 
$49/month/us

er 
Support Staff - 

$25/month/us
er 

Free 30-day Trial Sign 
Up 

N Product updates, new features, unlimited document storage and access 
to technical support and training is included at no additional cost. 

Credenza 
www.credenzasoft.com 

Individual License - 
$9.95/month 

Team/Workgroup - 
$19.95/month

/user 
Free 15-day Trial Sign 

Up 

N 

 
 

Supports Outlook 2003, Outlook 2007 and Outlook 2010 (32-Bit) on 
Windows XP, Windows Vista, and Windows 7 

LexisNexis Firm Manager 
www.myfirmmanager.com 

Individual License - 
$44.95/month 

Free 30-day Trial Sign 
Up 

N 
No start-up charges, no special hardware requirements, and no long-
term commitment; Unlimited data storage and mobile application for 

smartphones and other mobile devices 

http://www.abacuslaw.com/
http://www.practicemaster.com/
http://www.timematters.com/
http://www.prolawready.com/
http://www.needleslaw.com/
http://www.immigrantsoftware.com/
http://www.bestcase.com/
http://www.goclio.com/
http://www.credenzasoft.com/
http://www.myfirmmanager.com/
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MyCase 
www.mycaseinc.com  

Attorneys - 
$39/month/us

er 
Support Staff - 

$29/month/us
er 

                Free 30-day 
Trial Sign Up 
 

N 
Unlimited data storage and client accounts; 24/7 help access resources; 

free phone and online training programs 
 
 

RealPractice 
www.realpractice.com  

Free Account Sign Up 
 
 
 
 
 

N 

 

Efficiently create and track all of your contacts, matters, and tasks, as 
well as manage billing and easily create invoices. You can also create 
and track marketing campaigns, conduct research, and even build your 
own website with one of our user-friendly templates. 

 

Rocketmatter 
www.rocketmatter.com 

1st User - $59.99/month 
Users 2-6  - 

$49.99/month
/user 

Users 7-20 - 
$39.99/month

/user  
20+Users - 

$19.99/month
/user 

30-day money back 
guarantee 

N 

Access your data securely using an iPhone, Palm Pre, Android, Windows 
Mobile device, or a modern Blackberry 

 
 

This list is one of the more popular programs.  However, there are many others, and care 
should be used in selecting a product for your practice.  You can also avail yourself of products 
designed just for trust and estates work.  
 
Here is a partial list for your consideration: 
 

Trust and Estate Software  (in no order of preference) 
 
 

Crescendo    www.crescendointeractive.com 
 
Trust, Estate and Financial Planning www.newkirk.com 
 
706 Plus (Comprehensive)  http://onesourcetrust.thomson.com/trusttax/estate/ 
 
709 Plus (designed for Gift Tax) http://onesourcetrust.thomson.com/trusttax/estate/ 
 
Estate Plan Plus   http://onesourcetrust.thomson.com/trusttax/estate/ 
 
ProBATE Plus   http://onesourcetrust.thomson.com/trusttax/estate/ 
 
ProDoc (designed for small firms) www.prodoc.com 
 
Visual Estate Plus   http://onesourcetrust.thomson.com/trusttax/estate/ 

http://www.mycaseinc.com/
http://www.realpractice.com/
http://www.rocketmatter.com/
http://www.crescendointeractive.com/Estate.asp
http://www.newkirk.com/
http://onesourcetrust.thomson.com/trusttax/estate/
http://onesourcetrust.thomson.com/trusttax/estate/
http://onesourcetrust.thomson.com/trusttax/estate/
http://onesourcetrust.thomson.com/trusttax/estate/
http://www.prodoc.com/
http://onesourcetrust.thomson.com/trusttax/estate/
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3) Time and Billing Software/ Accounting Software 

 
Time billing and accounting software programs of today make life a lot easier for the 
entire firm when it comes to tracking time and generating bills.  You begin with a place 
to input time entries or time slips.  This interface usually requires you to identify the 
person tracking the time (timekeeper), the matter/case for which the time is being 
tracked (client), the amount of time or the amount of the expense being incurred on 
behalf of the client, and a description of the work or expense item.  At the time of billing 
the program collects the appropriate slips and allows you to generate a billing 
statement for your clients.  
 
When you shop for a time and billing program determine what you will need in terms of 
accounting. Why?  Well, first of all you should have an automated accounting system if 
at all possible.  With the current state of legal technology software, you can even have it 
both ways with the latest integrated time/billing and accounting packages.  
 
So, what should you look for in the time and billing/accounting packages?  Start with the 
reports. Make sure your software offers these four basic financial reports to start: 
 

• A/R Listing (who owes you and how long they have owed you) 
• Productivity by Timekeeper (how much time is billed by each timekeeper) 
• Profitability (how much is collected vs. billed) 
• Fee Allocation   (how a fee is allocated amongst multiple timekeepers) 

 
Beyond essential reports, here are some specific time and billing (and time and billing 
and accounting) products to consider in a small law office: 
 

Timeslips  
This is the most popular time and billing product in the legal industry.  While it 
does not handle general ledger accounting, it is still considered the best product 
for tracking time and generating bills from those entries.  Timeslips Single Station 
for new users retails at Upgrade for $399.95 and New for $499.99. Check out 
www.timeslips.com for more information. 
 
PCLaw 
A leading integrated time and billing and accounting package for law firms, PC 
Law allows for easy time tracking and billing and general firm accounting.  With a 
price tag that starts at $950 for a single user license and $480 for each additional 
license, this program is very comprehensive for solo and small firms.  Learn more 
at www.pclaw.com.  
 
TABS3 

http://www.timeslips.com/
http://www.pclaw.com/
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A long time favorite for mid-sized firms, TABS3 is a leading time and billing and 
general ledger accounting program for law firms.  The system is part of a set of 
products that make bill generation and accounting very easy for law firms.  You 
can get going on this very comprehensive system for $415 with a single user 
license, and add on modules to cover advanced accounting needs like trust 
accounting, accounts payable, and general ledger at $265 each. More 
information is available at www.tabs3.com. 

 
Other software applications that are often found in law firms include Quicken, 
QuickBooks, QuickBooks Pro, and Peachtree.  These accounting solutions are not legal 
specific, but if properly customized, can also be helpful in tracking time, generating 
invoices, and managing the bottom line for lawyers. 
 
As with practice management software, you should look for cloud-based products like 
FreshBooks for general ledger accounting and Time59, Bill4Time or TimeSolve for online 
time tracking.  Also, note that most of the cloud practice managers will include a basic 
level of invoicing, payment, and trust account tracking. 

 
4) Legal Research 

 
Research is essential to the practice of law. Research today is mostly performed online..  
The main legal publishers, LexisNexis and Thomson West, are now facing fierce 
competition from other vendors.  LoisLaw, VersusLaw, Casemaker and Fastcase offer 
additional research options.  The State Bar of Georgia offers free access to Fastcase.  
Visit the State Bar’s members only  area to utilize the service.  

 
 

5) Internet Access 
 
Whether Internet access is made available via Broadband cable access, or via dedicated 
lines, this technology is essential in the modern law office.  The Internet provides access 
to Internet e-mail, a blessing or a curse; and Internet search engines help navigate the 
world’s largest repository of information. 

 
 

6) Security 
 
While the access to the Internet is important for staying in contact with others via e-mail 
and for doing legal research perhaps, there needs to be a level of security maintained by 
law offices to protect the data flowing in and out of the office.  For small law offices, 
security can come in the form of anti-virus software, firewalls, spam blockers, malware 
prevention services and the like.  Norton AntiVirus, www.symantec.com,  and McAfee, 
www.mcafee.com,are two of the popular security program providers for small office 
products with prices starting around $40, but there are hundreds of programs to look at 

http://www.tabs3.com/
http://www.symantec.com/
http://www.mcafee.com/
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in terms of security including free downloads, like AVG, www.avg.com.   Use 
mainstream products and consult IT professionals to get the right solutions for your 
practice needs. 
 
At the heart of security is the idea that every effort has been made to protect the 
valuable information found on the firm’s computers and any information flowing in and 
out of the office from other parties.  Seek assistance on security products and services 
from your local IT consultant or computer administration personnel. 

 
 

7) Networking 
 
When a law office has more than one computer, then that office needs to network the 
computers together in order to share information and resources most effectively.  
Networking makes it much easier to plan the necessary daily backup of computer data 
for the firm. (Law offices should backup their data every day!)  
 
The basic “peer to peer” networking is generally sufficient for two to five computers.  
This network should typically be “hard wired” with CAT5 (IT categorization standard 
Category 5) or above cabling.  Beyond five computers and in some firms with fewer 
workstations and more advanced practice systems needs, the firm should look to install 
a dedicated server.  Also consideration should be given to installing the appropriate 
hubs and routers for managing data flow on the network and connecting to the 
Internet.   
 
Wireless technology has begun to impact legal offices too, but it should only be used in 
very special circumstances is not recommended for use with the traditional practice 
management and time billing and accounting applications which are often relational 
database programs that require open access throughout.  Ultimately, you need to make 
sure that you review all hardware requirements for any systems you want to include on 
your office’s network. 

 
Being able to use these technology tools is also a required part of practice management.  
Training everyone how to use these tools is essential to saving time and becoming more 
efficient in the law office.  However, training is often dismissed as a necessary evil that can be 
avoided by the key members of the staff in law offices. This is a mistake, and it would be wise to 
not only invest in training, but to make a written technology plan and budget for your small law 
office to keep up with the latest tools and stay on top of the ever present technology upgrade 
cycle.  Most technology will require upgrading every two to three years.  Good practice 
managers understand that they must invest time and money in technology tools and skills. 

http://www.avg.com/
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Client Relations (Customer Service) Skills 
 
Know how to get and retain clients is at the heart of client relations.  Lawyers must have well-
hewn customer service skills in order to have good client relations.  The skills required to “take 
care” of your clients are quite often based upon good communication skills.  Good 
lawyers/practice managers know that it is important to know how to listen to and talk to their 
clients.  Not returning client phone calls is one of the main complaints against attorneys. 
Learning to enhance the way you communicate with your clients can immensely improve the 
quality and delivery of your legal services.   
 
The practice management answer for client communication lies in with your systems and 
procedures.  By closely evaluating your communication systems and procedures and making 
some appropriate adjustments, you can tackle the problem of not returning calls and other 
client relations problems, too. These solutions may even improve your interoffice 
communications and relations.   Begin by looking at the ways you "communicate" with your 
clients.   
 
You "communicate" with clients:   
   

• Over the telephone  
• Via voice mail 
• Via facsimile 
• In person 
• Via mail  
• Via e-mail 
• Via billing statements 
• Via client newsletters, firm brochures, websites, social media channels, and 
other marketing materials 

  
Next, examine your systems and procedures in each of these areas to make your 
communication with clients more effective.  Ask, is the system adequate and up to date?  Is this 
the most effective system for your firm’s needs? Are your firm’s written policies and 
procedures efficient when actually implemented in your law firm?   
 
Finally, make any necessary changes or modifications to your firm's systems and procedures.  
You should continue to go through this process as time progresses to make sure you continue 
to build your skills in the client relations area. 
 
How do you know if your clients like the way you have worked for and with them?  You have to 
ask.  Use client satisfaction surveys and feedback forms to determine the level and quality of 
your firm’s interactions and service to your former and existing clients.  You can build these 
items into your marketing plan and use the information you receive in client responses for 
setting strategic planning goals in both the long and short term. 
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Professionalism and Ethics 
 
Regardless of what skills you develop in the business, technology, and client relations areas, you 
must operate your law office in an ethical and professional manner.  Not doing so, can and will 
most likely result in discipline against you!  The Rules of Professional Conduct are in place to 
direct your behavior as you practice law.  Your professional obligations with regards to client 
interaction and representation are available in the State Bar of Georgia Directory and 
Handbook.  This is available online, too.    YOU MUST READ YOUR HANDBOOK!  
 
Also, encourage your staff members to do the same.   If you or your staff have any questions or 
concerns about the rules or any other issue involving professionalism or ethics, you should 
contact the State Bar.  
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Creating a Business Plan 
 
Everyone in business should have a business plan, not just the people seeking venture capital.  
 
Your business plan will be the “road map” of your enterprise. It will show you how to get where 
you want to go. To develop a good plan, you need to write down the answers to quite a few 
questions.  
 
To get you thinking, let's jump twenty years into the future.  Describe your life. Are you still 
working or are you retired? Are you worth a lot of money? If so, how is your wealth 
distributed? Stocks? Bonds? Equity in your business? Other businesses? Are you an 
independent consultant or do you have a company? How large is your practice/company? What 
is your annual revenue (in today's dollars)? How many hours per week do you work? Do you 
work on weekends? Do you travel? And most importantly, are you happy?  
 
Tough questions?  Maybe.  But they need to be answered honestly and realistically. I know that 
life can hit you with some unwelcome surprises that might change the way you want things to 
be. It is because of these changes, however, that you should re-evaluate your plan every two 
years -- about as often as you replace a pair of daily-wear shoes.  
 
After defining your long range goals, break them down into ten year and five year goals. Make 
sure they are consistent with your twenty year plan. The next step is to determine what you 
need to do to achieve your goals.  
 
Here are some short-term questions you should think about: Do you want more customers or 
steady customers? What is your competition doing? Will advertising help increase your profit? 
If so, what kind of advertising and what media should be used? Think of your own questions.  
 
Your specific marketing strategies will depend on your individual goals (once you have an idea 
of where you want to take your business). Put your answers down on paper! Organize your 
thoughts, questions, and concerns. If you have financial data, use it. You don't have to take your 
plan to the bank, but by recording your income and expenditure you will have a benchmark to 
use when you review your goals and accomplishments. Business plans often follow a general 
format. You can modify this one to suit your exact needs.  
 

1. Executive Summary  
2. Company Profile including mission statement that describes your business and why you 

are in it  
3. Competitive Analysis  
4. Marketing Strategy  
5. Staff Qualifications  
6. Financial Information  
7. Appendices containing any additional information you would like to include  
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Review your plan for consistency. Is it coherent? Is it realistic? This is your guide to your 
business. It will help you get what you want. Keep it updated. Change it as your goals change or 
as the market changes.  Remember, a little planning will take you a long way.  
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General Guidelines for Developing Your Business Plan  

  

 
One of the questions that many entrepreneurs ask is "How do I find someone to write my 
business plan?" The best answer is to look in the mirror. Although it is always good to have 
someone with business planning expertise review your completed plan, you will do much 
better writing the bulk of it yourself. By writing it yourself, you will become an expert in your 
own business. You will know all of the industry trends, all about your customers, and all about 
your business as a whole, including the things that you don't wish to include in your business 
plan. If you let someone else write your business plan for you, you miss out on a tremendous 
learning opportunity. Although it will be somewhat time consuming, if you're interested in 
success, it's well worth the time you will spend. 

When you actually sit down to begin developing your business plan, there are some general 
guidelines that you can use to make the entire process easier for you. Be sure to refer back to 
these on a regular basis. By doing so, you will save yourself a lot of time and rework.  

To develop an effective business plan, make sure you: 

• Use a typewritten 8 1/2" x 11" format. Use a loose-leaf binder to package the plan 
and to facilitate any revisions.  

• Begin with a cover sheet that includes the name, location, and telephone number of 
the business, and the name of the person who wrote the business plan.  

• Keep it short and crisp without compromising the description of the venture.  

• Keep it simple.  

• Organize it appropriately with a table of contents, logically arranged sections, and 
appendices.  

• Identify a target market and demonstrate evidence of marketability.  

• Demonstrate the benefits of your product or service to the user or customer.  

• Orient the plan toward the future. Attempt to develop forecasts of developing trends 
and use these forecasts to help you describe what you intend to do - not only what has 
been done - over the next three to five years.  

• Do not be too optimistic in estimating sales potential. Develop scenarios that will 
describe the best case, worst case, and most likely case. Base sales estimates on market 
analysis, not on production facilities. You can then develop production needs from that 
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information rather than vice versa.  

 

• Highlight current and potential problems and demonstrate how they will be 
overcome. By identifying problems ahead of time, you will also enhance your credibility 
with investors and lenders.  

• Demonstrate that you have an effective management team; that not only does it have 
necessary business skills to manage the venture, but also that it can work effectively as 
a team.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

From the Small Business Administration 
www.sba.gov 
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Cash Flow Projections - Bookkeeping/Recordkeeping 

Every small business owner needs to understand finance and financial statements.  We are not necessarily 
referring to the Wall Street world of high finance. We mean basic accounting principles and practices that are 
necessary to keep your business operating. 

There is a strong correlation between these two facts:  Only 40% of new firms survive six or more years, and many 
business owners understand only the most rudimentary elements of accounting.   Two key reasons most often 
cited for business failure are: 

1. Poor or improper management practices 
2. Inappropriate financial controls  

 While the preparation of financial statements is commonly thought of as a necessary evil to meet Internal 
Revenue Service (IRS) requirements, or to prove the credit worthiness of a business to a banking official, they also 
serve several useful functions for the small business owner.  Aside from the external requirements of banks, 
creditors and government agencies, timely and accurate financial information provides valuable internal benefits -- 
an accurate picture of the profitability, safety and liquidity of the firm.  

Understanding financial statements is essential to understanding the financial position of your business.  The 
owner/manager can plan more effectively and avoid problems. 

It is important that every business owner or manager be able to read and interpret the information presented in 
financial statements, even if they do not choose to perform the actual function themselves.  For this, a reasonable 
understanding of the sources of data and the concepts used in processing and presenting such data are needed.  
Even if an outside party is hired to perform the accounting function, the owner/manager should exercise certain 
controls and review the data produced. Remember, you, the business owner -- not your accountant, bear the 
ultimate responsibility for complete and accurate financial statements. 

There is a wealth of information available for those who wish to gain a more thorough understanding of these 
topics. State Economic Development Agencies, Local Chambers of Commerce, Colleges and Universities, Small 
Business Development Centers and the Small Business Administration (SBA) have several programs available.  
These programs often provide free or low-cost options  where special attention is given to the unique 
circumstances of the small business owner.  Consult your telephone directory under U.S. Government for your 
local SBA office or call the Small Business Answer Desk at 1-800-8-ASK-SBA. 

  

CASH FLOW PROJECTIONS 

Cash is the money that flows through business in a continuous cycle without being tied up in other assets.  It is 
often referred to as a liquid asset because it is available to spend.   The term "cash" refers to cash, checking 
accounts and any other monies that are readily available.  Cash and profits are "not" the same.  Profit measures 
the income (revenues minus  expenses) of the business over a specified period of time.  Cash serves several 
purposes.  First, it is used in meeting normal obligations (such as paying bills).  Second, it is held as a precautionary 
measure for unforeseen problems.  Third, it is held for investment purposes. 

http://www.michigan.gov/documents/Economic_Development_Corporations_69504_7.htm
http://www.michigan.gov/documents/MICHIGAN_CHAMBER_OF_COMMERCES_2B_71621_7.htm
http://www.sba.gov/gopher/Local-Information/Small-Business-Development-Centers/sbdcmi.txt
http://www.sba.gov/gopher/Local-Information/Small-Business-Development-Centers/sbdcmi.txt
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A business needs to have enough cash available to meet its obligations as they come due.  Employees and 
creditors expect to be paid on time.  Some firms retain excessive amounts of cash in anticipation of unexpected 
emergencies, however, idle cash would be better invested in generating additional income for the business.  

Proper "cash management" involves a delicate balance of allowing the company to meet the cash demands of the 
business, yet avoid retaining unnecessarily large cash balances. 

Business receipts tend to fluctuate within the course of a year; many small businesses have seasonal sales.  
Similarly, cash disbursements often fluctuate from one month to another -- tax payments, additional inventory 
purchases and other significant expenditures can often leave a business "strapped for cash" and unable to meet its 
normal obligations.  To avoid this situation, it is necessary to plan a cash budget based on projections. 

Cash flow patterns can be estimated more easily when the owner understands the operating cycle of the business.  
Normally, decreases in cash occur as purchases are made to increase inventory.  This inventory is then sold for 
cash or on credit.  A firm's cash balance increases when cash is taken in or accounts receivables are collected. 

The small business owner should prepare a cash budget showing the amount and timing of cash receipts and cash 
disbursements on a  daily, weekly or monthly basis.  Fixed expenses such as rent, salaries, and loan payments are 
known while variable expenses such as utilities and inventory purchases can be estimated from past experience.  
While this does involve some "guesswork" for a new business, thoughtful planning should result in reasonably 
accurate predictions.  Trade associations, local chambers of commerce and other organizations concerned with 
small businesses can assist in estimating income and costs for your particular industry or business.  

Typically, a small business should prepare a projected monthly cash budget for at least one year and quarterly 
estimates for several years in advance.  Formats used to prepare a cash budget vary depending on a particular 
firm's requirements. Examples can be obtained in SBA publications or at your local library.  Regardless of which 
format is selected, there are five basic elements involved in completing a cash flow projection:  

1. Determining an adequate cash balance:  The most reliable method of deciding the proper cash balance is 
based on past experience.  Previous records should indicate the amount of cash necessary to pay all 
monthly obligations plus additional monies needed to  cover any unexpected expenses.  In lieu of past 
records, industry averages tailored to your particular business needs along with other available 
information must be used to make informed estimates. 

2. Forecasting sales:  The central factor in determining an accurate picture of a firm's cash position lies in the 
sales forecast.  Sales affect both the firm's  inflow and outflow of cash.  For many businesses, sales 
provide the major source of cash.  Similarly, as sales are made, inventory must be replenished, depleting 
cash reserves.   Economic swings, fluctuations in demand, competition and other factors can affect sales 
patterns.  Many financial experts recommend creating three estimates -- an optimistic, a pessimistic and a 
most likely sales forecast. 

3. Forecasting cash receipts:  This should include income that the business expects to receive from all 
sources over the projected period.  Since sales constitute a major source of cash, the sales forecast will be 
instrumental in predicting cash receipts.  If a firm sells goods and services on credit, the owner must  
consider the delay between the timing of a sales transaction and the actual collection of the proceeds. By 
determining the business' percentage of cash and credit sales and the payment patterns of credit 
customers, the business owner can make reasonable predictions of when credit sales will be converted to 
cash.  Some businesses may also receive cash from other sources such as interest income, dividends and 
rental income.  

http://www.ipl.org/div/aon/
http://www.michigan.gov/documents/MICHIGAN_CHAMBER_OF_COMMERCES_2B_71621_7.htm
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4. Forecasting cash disbursements:  Most business owners have a clear picture of the firm's pattern of cash 
disbursements.  Payments such as rent, insurance and loan repayments are fixed amounts due on specific 
dates.  Although each firm is different, several payment categories are standard including salaries and 
wages, interest, rent, utilities, inventory purchases, overhead expenses, and taxes.  The astute owner, 
particularly for a new business, will plan assuming that payments will be higher than anticipated. 

5. Estimating the end-of-month cash balance:  To determine this figure, the business owner must begin with 
the cash balance at the beginning of the month.  The end of the month balance is obtained by adding 
projected cash receipts and subtracting cash disbursements.  A positive amount indicates a cash surplus 
while a negative amount indicates a shortage.  This figure should be used to predict the timing and 
necessity to borrow funds or to plan for the investment of surplus cash. 
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Cash flow projections, along with other financial statements, are often used by potential creditors to determine a 
businesses ability to repay loans in a timely fashion. Here is a sample cash flow projection. 

  

 OGILVIE CORPORATION 
 Cash Projections 2005 

             Cash on Hand (Begin. of Month)                  $20,000.00   $21,765.00   $20,015.00 
             Cash Receipts:    
               Cash Sales                                  60,000.00    30,000.00    90,000.00 
               Credit Sale Payments              30,000.00    30,000.00    90,000.00 
             Interest                        1,500.00               -                  -    
            ------------   -------------   ------------- 
             Total Cash Receipts                 111,500.00   101,765.00   150,015.00 
             Cash Disbursements:    
               Purchases (Inventory)         60,000.00    70,000.00    90,000.00 
               Mortgage Payments            12,500.00    12,500.00    12,500.00 
               Salaries & Wages                                      7,500.00      6,000.00    10,000.00 
               Payroll Expenses                                      1,300.00        800.00      1,500.00 
               Professional Fees                            300.00               -            500.00 
               Repairs & Maintenance             4,700.00        500.00        750.00 
               Supplies                              1,500.00               -               1.00 
               Utilities                                           950.00      1,256.00      1,325.00 
               Telephone                                     675.00         700.00         570.00 
               Capital Addition                                -       20,000.00               -    
               Miscellaneous Expense                 310.00               -             80.00 
                                                          ------------   -------------   ------------- 
             Total Cash Disbursements         89,735.00   111,750.00   118,225.00 
             End of Month Balance:    
               Cash (Beginning of Month)       20,000.00    21,765.00    20,015.00 
             + Cash Receipts                             91,500.00    80,000.00   130,000.00 
             - Cash Disbursements                89,735.00   111,750.00   118,225.00 
           ------------      ------------      ------------    
             = Cash (End of Month)              21,765.00     (9,985.00)    31,790.00 
               Borrowing                                            -      30,000.00               -    
                                                                   ------------      ------------      ------------    
             Cash End of Month (After Borrowing)                   21,765.00    20,015.00    31,790.00 
                 ========   ========   ======== 
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BASIC FINANCIAL STATEMENTS 

The Accounting Equation:  Every system is built around the accounting equation which expresses the basic 
relationship between a business' assets and liabilities, or what a business owns and what it owes. 

  Assets = Liabilities + Equity 

 An asset is anything the business owns which has value. Some typical examples include cash, accounts receivable 
and buildings.   A liability is anything the business owes.  These are debts to creditors such as accounts payable, 
wages payable or bank loans. Current liabilities are those that must be paid within one year while long-term 
liabilities are not due for a year or longer.  The short-term and long-term distinctions are also used to describe 
assets.  Equity represents the owner's investment in the business and is often described as the difference between 
assets and liabilities. This can be better understood by a simple algebraic manipulation of the above formula. 

 Assets - Liabilities = Equity. Below are some examples of assets, liabilities and equity. 

Typical Assets 
Asset                                     Includes 

  
Cash                                  Checking account 

                                                         Petty cash 
                                                     Cash in bank 
                                                     Cash investments 

Accounts Receivable  
Inventory                             Merchandise 

                                                     Raw materials 
                                                    Work-in-process 
                                                     Finished goods 

      Fixed Assets                                 Land    
                                                     Buildings 
                                                     Machinery 
                                                     Equipment 

Typical Liabilities  
            Liability                                  Includes 

  
         Short-term Payables  

        (obligations due in less than one year) Accounts payable 
                               Taxes payable 
                                                    Wages payable 
                                                     Short-term notes payable 

               Long-term Payables  
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               (obligations due in more than one year) Mortgage payable 
                               Bank loan payable 
                                                                 Notes payable 
 Deferred taxes payable 
  

Typical Equity  
            Equity                                   Includes 

  
               Capital Stock                        Common stock 

                                                     Preferred stock 
                                                     Paid in surplus 

               Retained Earnings                   
 Current year profit/loss 
                                                    Cumulative profit or loss from prior years 

 THE BALANCE SHEET 

The balance sheet presents a summary of the firm's assets liabilities, and equity (or net worth) on any given date.  
Its two main sections show: 

1. what assets the business owns; and 
2. what claims creditors and owner(s) have against those assets. 

The balance sheet is based on the fundamental accounting equation mentioned earlier and can be broken down 
into three basic sections: assets, liabilities, and equity.  Both the assets and liabilities sections are further divided 
into short-term and long-term categories. 

The first section of the balance sheet presents the total value of everything the business owns.  Short-term assets 
include cash and items that can be converted to cash within one year such as accounts receivable and inventory.  
Long-term or fixed assets, such as buildings and equipment, are key in the  production of income. 

The second section lists liabilities or any claims against the assets held by the business.  In our example, a building 
with a net worth of $200,000 is listed as an asset while a mortgage payable (on that building) of $150,000 is listed 
as a liability. 

Again a distinction is made between short-term and long-term liabilities. Those short-term items must be paid 
within one year while long-term liabilities are generally paid over a period of several years. 

The final portion of the balance sheet shows the value of the owner's or stockholders' investment in the business.  
This often includes the owner's initial investment, plus any earnings that have been retained by the business, less 
any losses that have been sustained by the business.  The form that equity takes on the balance sheet -- owner's 
equity or stockholders' equity -- is determined by the legal form of ownership: sole proprietorship partnership, 
limited liability partnership, corporation, S corporation, professional corporation. 

The balance sheet represents a "point in time" and is generally prepared at the end of each month, quarter, and 
year.              
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                           OGILVIE CORPORATION  
             Balance Sheet  

              As of December 31, 2010  
  
ASSETS  
            Current Assets:  
              Cash in Bank                                      $32,000.00 
              Accounts Receivable                      $104,000.00 
              Inventory                                      $279,000.00 
              Prepaid Expenses                             $8,450.00 
   ---------------- 
            Total Current Assets   $423,450.00 
             ---------------- 
            Fixed Assets:  
              Land                                                 $40,000.00 
              Buildings                                        $200,000.00 
              Machinery & Equipment                $125,500.00 
              Office Equipment                              $25,000.00 
              Furniture & Fixtures                           $15,000.00 
                        
             Less: Accumulated Depreciation    
   ---------------- 
            Total Fixed Assets                             $355,500.00 
  
            TOTAL ASSETS                              $778,950.00 
   ---------------- 
LIABILITIES  
            Current Liabilities: ---------------- 
              Accounts Payable                           $100,000.00 
              Notes Payable                                     $21,000.00 
              Interest Payable                                               $11,500.00 
              Wages Payable                                                $10,000.00 
              Payroll Taxes Payable                                           $27,500.00 
               ---------------- 
            Total Current Liabilities                                 $170,000.00 
               
            Long-term Liabilities: ---------------- 
              Mortgage Payable $150,000.00 
              Bank Note Payable   $175,000.00 
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                                       ---------------- 
            Total Long-term Liabilities   $325,000.00 
                                            
            TOTAL LIABILITIES     $495,000.00 
                ---------------- 
Shareholder's Equity:  
            Common Stock                     $100,000.00 
            Retained Earnings    $183,950.00 
                                      ---------------- 
            Total Shareholder's Equity        $283,950.00 
                            ---------------- 
TOTAL LIABILITIES AND EQUITY $778,950.00 
                                                                                           ---------------- 

THE INCOME STATEMENT 

The income statement, also referred to as the profit and loss statement, compares expenses against revenue (or 
income over a period of time to show the firm's net profit or loss.  A year-end financial statement will show the 
profitability of a firm during its fiscal year by detailing all income received for the year less all expenses paid.  The 
income statement follows this general formula: 

 Sales - (minus)  Cost of Goods Sold 

------------------ 

= (equals) Gross Profit (Margin) 

- (minus)  Expenses 

------------------- 

= (equals) Net Income Before Taxes 

As discussed previously, sales often provide a firm's major source of income.  The cost of sales, which represents 
the costs of purchasing inventory or materials, must be deducted from the total income produced by these sales.  
This is how the gross profit figure is obtained.  Operating expenses such as rent utilities, salaries, advertising and 
professional fees are then deducted from gross profit to arrive at net income or pre-tax profits.  Of course 
provisions must be made for income taxes before arriving at net profits.  A sample income statement is shown 
below.                    
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     OGILVIE CORPORATION  
        Statement of Income  
           Period Ending           
        December 31, 2005  
  
Sales                             $100,000.00 
  
Cost of Goods Sold        $600,000.00 
                                                          ------------------- 
Gross Margin                   $500,000.00 
                                                    ------------------- 
Operating Expenses:  
  
Salaries                      $100,000.00 
Payroll Taxes                    $  10,000.00 
Interest Expense               $  22,750.00 
Professional Fees              $  10,000.00 
Insurance                       $  12,000.00 
Office Supplies                   $    6,000.00 
Advertising                     $    8,700.00 
Taxes & Licenses              $    2,500.00 
Utilities                       $    6,500.00 
Telephone                         $    4,800.00 
Depreciation                    $  10,000.00 
                                                      ------------------- 
Total Operating Expenses     $193,250.00 
                                                   ------------------- 
NET INCOME                          $306,750.00 

 
BUSINESS MANAGEMENT (BOOKKEEPING/RECORDKEEPING) 

Accurate and complete financial statements begin with accurate and complete records.  The small business owner 
may design his or her own accounting/record keeping system with the help of an accountant or purchase one of 
many standardized systems (computerized or manual) available.  Whatever accounting system the owner chooses, 
it should have the following characteristics: 

1. It must be simple to use 
2. It must be easy to understand 
3. It must be reliable 
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4. It must be accurate 
5. It must be consistent 
6. It must be designed to provide timely information 

The business checkbook is one of the most important records since all deposits and checks are recorded there.   A 
file of supporting documents should be kept for each check and invoices should be marked "paid" to avoid 
duplicate payment.  Business and personal funds should be kept separate.  

Payroll records should include the following information on each employee: name and address, social security 
number, number of exemptions, date pay period ends, hours worked, rate of pay total wages, deductions, net pay, 
and check number.  In addition records must be established for accounts payable, accounts receivable, inventory 
and other functions.  In setting up business and financial records there are several key decisions that must be 
made: 

Tax Year:  the available options are a calendar year ending December 31 or a fiscal year, 12 months ending on the 
last day of any month (except December).  In some cases a combination of these two methods can be used. 

Accounting Method:  Under the cash method, income and expenses are recorded when they are actually received 
or paid.  With the accrual method, income and expenses are recorded when they are earned or incurred. 

Bookkeeping Method:  Each transaction must be recorded With a single-entry system the transaction is recorded 
only once.  This method is often easiest for the new or small business owner and can be accomplished with one of 
several business checking account systems available.  A double-entry system involves the use of journals and 
ledgers and can be rather confusing for the novice. 

The following financial checklist summarizes the financial information every business manager should have readily 
available. 

Daily 

• Amount of cash on hand 
• Bank balance 
• Daily summary of sales and cash receipts 
• Corrections of all errors in recording collections on accounts 
• A record of all monies paid out, by cash or check 

Weekly 

• Accounts receivable status 
• Accounts payable status 
• Payroll status 
• Status of taxes and reports to state and federal  governments 

Monthly 

• A record of all monthly account transactions 
• A profit and loss statement for the month (usually 10-15 days after the close of the month 
• A balance sheet to accompany the profit and loss statement 
• A reconciled bank statement 
• The balanced petty cash account 
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• Records that show all federal tax deposits for withheld income, Social Security, and Medicare; and state 
and local taxes paid 

• Aged accounts receivable (follow up all bad and slow accounts 
• Records that show that inventory control is "worked" to remove slow-moving dead stock and to order 

fast-moving new stock 

This may seem like "information overload," but the above records provide a minimum of things, for most 
businesses, that must be addressed on a constant basis.  They also provide a foundation for quarterly, annual, and 
other periodic reports. 

In addition to financial statements and records, the small business owner may need to retain additional records for 
proper business management.  These may include records of inventory insurance, maintenance and general office 
information and procedures.  Again, the systems set up should be simple and reliable while taking any other 
requirements (i.e., legal) into consideration.  

There are many computer programs on the market designed to address the record keeping needs of small 
business.  A large software company recently created a new Windows-based accounting computer program that 
doesn't require the user to know anything about accounting.  Small business represents a lucrative market 
therefore, as competition for these customers increases, you will probably see more of these products. 

A warning to the computer-illiterate!  Before you make a substantial investment in computer hardware and/or 
software be sure that you have consulted with a reputable source to ensure the system you purchase will meet 
your needs without requiring too much time or additional investment.  It is also a good idea to consider the 
business' future information needs. 
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HOW DID WE TREAT YOU 
 
 
 Thank you for choosing                   (firm name)                      to assist you with your legal 
problem.  We appreciated the opportunity to serve you.  To help us to improve, we invite all 
clients to complete and return this questionnaire.  By answering the questions, you will help 
everyone at ________________(firm name)_________________ better serve our clients in the 
future.  
 You need not sign the completed questionnaire.  Simply return it to the firm in the 
enclosed business envelope.  Thank you for your help. 
 
1. When did you first come to our office with the legal problem?  
 (approximately)     _____________________________ 
 
2. Why did you choose our firm to represent you? 
 
3. What was the type of case? 
 
4. What attorney(s) represented you? 
 
5. Had the firm represented you before?     Yes                    No   
            

a.  What attorney(s)? _________________________________________   
   _________________________________________ 
 
6. Did we return your telephone calls within a reasonable time?           Yes          No 
7. Please describe how you were treated by our staff:      
              
   Courteously  Casually  Indifferently  Poorly   
 If not courteously, please explain: 
 
 
 
 
 
 8. When you had an opportunity, how long did you wait in the reception area before 
seeing  an attorney? 
 
  under 10 minutes  10-15 minutes   15-20 minutes 
 
  20-30 minutes   over 30 minutes 
 
9. How often did this occur?  __________________________________________________ 
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HOW DID WE TREAT YOU  (continued)  
 
10. Did your lawyer or legal assistant regularly inform you of the progress of your case? 
 
11. Were you informed during the first visit, the basis on which you would be billed for 
 services?  __________________________________________________ 
 
12. In your opinion, was the fee charged reasonable?________________________________ 
             
 If no, why not? 
 
 
13. Would you recommend this firm to others?   ______________________________ 
            
 a. If yes, why?          
             
           b. If no, 
why? 
 
 
14. Please rate the overall quality of the services provided by our law firm.   
           
 Excellent   Very Good  Good  Fair  Poor 
 
 
 
Thank you .  Please feel free to add any comments you feel would be helpful to us. 
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 SAMPLE CLIENT ENGAGEMENT LETTER 
 
RE:[Subject] 
 
Dear [Name]: 
 
The purpose of this letter is to confirm, based on our conversation of [date], that [insert firm 
name] will represent you in [describe matter].  We will provide the following services: [list 
services to be provided] 
 
Attached for your use is information on our billing and reporting procedures.  Our fee is [insert 
dollars per hour] for services performed by lawyers of this firm and [insert dollars per hour] for 
services performed by our non-lawyer staff.  You will also be billed for expenses incurred on 
your behalf. 
 
Our expectations of you are: [list any expectations concerning payment of bills, responses to 
requests for information, etc.] 
 
Your primary contact for this matter will be [insert lawyer's name].  If you have any questions 
about your case, you should contact him/her directly. 
 
This firm has not been engaged to provide the following services: [list services that are outside 
the scope of the representation] 
 
In an effort to provide you with an estimate of the total costs involved in pursuing this matter, 
an estimate of fees and expenses is provided below.  Please keep in mind that this is only an 
estimate and that, depending upon the time required and the complexity of the action, actual 
costs may exceed this estimate. [Provide a realistic, worst-case estimate of fees and expenses] 
 
While it is impossible to predict how long it will take to conclude this matter, a general time 
frame is provided below.  Again, this is only an estimate, and the actual time required to 
conclude this matter may be greater than expected.  [Provide a realistic, worst-case estimate of 
time to be spent on case] 
 
I have enclosed for your information and records, a copy of the initial interview form.  If any of 
the information on this form is incorrect, please notify [insert primary contact's name] 
immediately. 
 
If you have any questions about this information, please call [insert primary contact's name].  
On behalf of the firm, we are happy to represent you in this matter. 
 
Very truly yours, 
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Sample Client Speed Letter 
 
DATE:  _____________________________ 
 
RE:   _____________________________  
 
Dear   _____________________________: 
 
I hope you will excuse the informality of this letter.  By the use of forms such as this, our office 
hopes to handle your case in a more efficient and expeditious manner.  If, at any time, you have 
any questions about your case or any other legal matter, please do not hesitate to give me a 
call.  IN THE MEANTIME, IF YOU CHANGE YOUR TELEPHONE NUMBER OR ADDRESS, IT IS 
IMPERATIVE THAT YOU KEEP OUR OFFICE ADVISED! 
 
 Please find enclosed a copy of a pleading that has been filed in this cause.  I believe that you 
will find this self-explanatory,  and it REQUIRES NO ACTION ON YOUR PART, but if you have any 
questions about it, please let me know.  
 
 Please find enclosed with this correspondence a copy of a letter or other documents received 
by this office regarding your case.  I believe that this letter is self-explanatory and REQUIRES NO 
ACTION ON YOUR PART at this time, but if you wish to discuss it with me, please give me a call. 
 
 Please find enclosed with this correspondence a copy of a letter or other documents received 
by this office regarding your case.  I believe that this document requires action and would 
appreciate it if you would CONTACT ME AS SOON AS POSSIBLE. 
 
 Please find enclosed with this letter a document relating to your case that you should review 
carefully.  Please sign where indicated and RETURN TO THIS OFFICE in the enclosed envelope AS 
SOON AS POSSIBLE. 
 
 There have been new developments in your case that I believe that we need to discuss. 
Please give the office a call and make an appointment to see me at the earliest possible date.  
THIS IS VERY IMPORTANT -  DO NOT DELAY! 
 
 Please find enclosed an Order that I have drafted pursuant to our agreement or pursuant to 
the instructions of the Court.  PLEASE SIGN THE ORDER AND RETURN IT TO ME in the enclosed 
envelope for entry in the cause.  I will send you an attested copy.  
 
 A hearing relating to your case has been set for  ______________________________ (time) 
at ___________________________________________________________ (location). 
 

 YOU MUST ATTEND THIS HEARING.  Please govern yourself accordingly. 
 YOU DO NOT NEED TO ATTEND THIS HEARING.  

Yours very truly,  
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Deciding to Enter the Business of Law 

Opening a law practice can be both a rewarding and a frustrating endeavor. Most 
lawyers are trained in the practice of law, and not in the basics of business, management, and 
entrepreneurship. The greatest difficulty in starting your own practice is not in providing 
substantive legal knowledge, but in organizing and managing your practice to provide ongoing 
legal services to your clients at a fair profit for yourself.

It is crucial to understand that although practicing law is a profession, your law practice 
is a business. Sound business practices will allow you to continue to practice law and provide 
legal services to your clients. To make your practice a viable business, you must offer a service 
that will attract clients who will pay you to provide them with your services so that you can pay 
for your business expenses and support yourself, at a minimum, with a living wage. Along the 
way you will need to follow sound management practices in order to succeed in this business 
cycle. If you view your law practice as a business, then you will have a greater chance of 
succeeding as a solo or small firm practitioner. The thought of your practice as a business 
should not make the idea of practice of law less respectable. Good business practices will allow 
you to provide reasonably priced, efficient, and effective legal representation to the public—and 
isn't that the standard in our profession? 

In fifteen years of advising lawyers about establishing a law practice I have never 
known one to fail financially. There is enough profit in most practices to support the modest 
business and personal expenses of the lawyers who start them. However, I do see some lawyers 
decide they do not enjoy the rigors of building and managing a solo practice. They decide that 
the administrative tasks, marketing, and financial ups and downs are not worth the freedom of 
being a solo practitioner. If you are the type of person who just enjoys the law and leaves the 
rest of the work to support staff, then you may not want to enter the world of solo practice.

Good business planning from the beginning will give you a good foundation for your 
practice. Below are the most important issues you should address as you commence building 
your practice. It is not an exhaustive list; each practice is different, so each practice has different 

needs. These are the most important “nuts and bolts” issues to consider:

Financial Planning and Budgeting

Sound financial planning is highly desirable, but not always possible. A number of law 
management consultants recommend having a year's worth of funds in the bank to pay your 
business overhead and personal expenses. Others advocate having your personal living expenses 
in your savings account, and a line of credit from your bank for your business expenses. In a 
perfect world, this is desirable. But in the present legal market, many lawyers choose to start 
their own practice without savings or a line-of-credit. In fact, many lawyers succeed in building 
their practice with little financial support. 

At a minimum, you should investigate what your first-year expenses will be and draw up a 
budget. Budget items may include: rental of office space; staff compensation, including federal, 
state and local payroll taxes; professional liability insurance, and other insurance such as health, 
disability and personal liability; office equipment, such as computers, computer software, 
telephone, fax machine, scanner and copier; computer technical support to keep your hardware 
and software functioning; furniture and furnishings; office supplies, including stationery and 
business cards, license fees; telephone service and other utilities; banking fees; 
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bookkeeping/accounting fees, and client development expenses. If the expense numbers scare 
you, then you may want to wait to open your practice until you feel more financially secure (No 
need to be totally stressed out from the beginning). On the other hand, if you believe you can 
attract enough business to exceed these expenses, then you have passed the first hurdle.  
 
     To determine what income you can expect during your first year or two, you need to analyze 
your current legal skills, clients, business contacts, and personal network of family and friends. 
(Much of your early business will come from family and friends.) You must have the personal 
commitment to "prospect and mine" these sources of business. You will also need to commit 
time to other client development activities, such as bar and civic activities.  
 
     Next, conservatively figure the number of billable hours you can realistically obtain from 
these existing and prospective sources. Remember, you will have a significant number of non-
billable hours each month devoted to the management aspects of your practice. A sample 2000 
hour year will breakdown as follows: 500-1000 billable hours; 500 hours developing your 
business processes, and 500-1000 hours marketing your practice. 
 
     Now that you have a budgeted estimate of your expenses and a conservative goal of billable 
hours, you will have a better sense of what you personally can expect to earn during your first 
year or two of practice. A negative cash flow is not unexpected, hence the need for financial 
assistance in the form of personal savings or loans.  
 
     The more detailed you are at this stage of your practice, the less surprised (and possibly 
frustrated) you will be later on. If you are more detail oriented, then craft a more formal 
business plan, especially if you are going to ask a bank for a loan or line of credit. It would be 
helpful to consult other solo or small firm practitioners similarly situated to find out the 
financial difficulties and benefits they have encountered. You may also consider consulting with 
an accountant familiar with small legal practices. A good accountant is almost as invaluable as a 
good lawyer!  
 
Marketing and Client Development  
 
 Marketing your practice is a crucial component in your success: you need to have 
people learn who you are and what you do, so that if they need your services, they will call you. 
Here are some basic steps you should take to market your practice.  
 
        If you have existing clients who will transfer immediately to your solo practice, you are 
ahead of the game. Your marketing tasks will primarily focused on client service and exceeding 
client expectations.  Providing exceptional client service and delivering greater value than 
expected is the best way to receive future business referrals. However, most new solo 
practitioners have few clients, if any, so must devote a substantial time to marketing their 
services.  
 
        You should take marketing seriously and devote some time each week to promoting your 
business. There are countless ways to market and opportunities arise every day. If you are truly 
serious about building your practice and succeeding, you should develop a marketing plan that 
will be implemented over time. Your plan should identify your target "audience" or clients and 
how your capabilities match those needs. It should outline steps for reaching out to this 
audience, building on each previous step. Implementation of that plan should begin before you 
open your office for business, because it can take months (or even years) to get your message 
into the right pipeline to result in new clients knocking at your door.  
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 As mentioned above, expect to spend 500 to 1000 hours marketing your practice in 
each of your first few years of business. Remember, marketing is not advertising. Marketing is a 
contact activity that requires a great deal of one-to-one communication to build relationships 
that will result in new business.  Developing a marketing plan with solid defined efforts is 
discussed elsewhere in these materials. 
 
Marketing Quick Tips 
 
Firm Name:  Here you can go with the standard “Law Office of . . .” or you may try a trade 
name such as Family Law Center of  . . .” 

  
 Business cards: Don’t skimp. Have it reflect who you are. 

 
Letterhead/Stationery: Use computer-generated letterhead for some things, but engraved bond 
paper sends a professional message 
 
Web site: Yes, you can do it yourself, but it takes valuable time to develop a good one. Consider 
hiring a web developer 
 
Announcements: Not as important as 20 years ago, but still a neat touch; consider an electronic 
version 
 
Sign(s): If you sublet from a law firm, you should have your own sign on the door to avoid 
client confusion. Try to get one in the building lobby too. 

  
Telephone directories: Almost relic of the past except for some practice areas; ethnic directories 
are still hot!  
 
 
Form of Organization 
 
       The form of business organization you choose will depend on your situation and needs. If 
you are a true solo, you may decide to be a sole proprietorship, or form a professional 
corporation. If you are starting a firm with two or more lawyer/owners, you probably want to 
form a limited liability partnership or limited liability corporation. Deciding which one may be 
right for you may not be complex, but can be confusing. Common issues to consider include 
liability for debts, contracts, and malpractice liability; income and employment taxes; 
availability of health insurance and insurance premium tax deduction; availability of retirement 
plans; bankruptcy of entity or partner/colleague; and the cost of forming and maintaining the 
chosen entity.   
 
       Lawyers are prohibited from using business entities to shield themselves from professional 
liability.  So lawyers form entities to shield themselves from personal liability in limited 
liability partnerships, and for possible tax advantages. Many solos just choose to be sole 
proprietors because it is simple, requires no action (such as registration), and offers many 
federal tax advantages. The Indiana Board of Law Examiners does have some specific 
requirements to follow, whichever form of entity you choose. Further, unless this is your 
practice area, you should probably consult a colleague familiar with entity choice and formation 
before you make this decision. You may also want to consult articles or websites on the topic, 
including the IRS and U.S Small Business Administration. 
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Office Space 
 
Several options exist in the marketplace. Here are some of the positive and negative aspects of 
those options:  

A. Work Out of Your Home 
This is often the least expensive way to start a practice, but it will also tend to limit the growth 
of your practice. Therefore, without other considerations, it is only a temporary option. The 
benefits of a home office include lower expenses, less stress commuting to your office, and 
more "quiet" time than in a busy, noisy law office. The primary problem with working from 
home is that it does not put forth a professional image. If you do work from home, have an 
arrangement with a firm to use its office or conference facilities when you meet with a client or 
take a deposition, etc. A less formal atmosphere in your home may lead to undesirable habits: 
wasted time doing household projects, and haphazard office procedures such as sloppy filing 
habits. If you do have a home office, make sure it is in a separate and secure location in your 
residence—confidentiality of client information is the key here. Using your home as your office 
can also have "unauthorized practice of law" implications if you live in a jurisdiction where you 
are not licensed to practice law. Even if you do not plan to meet with clients at your house, you 
should consult with the bar where you reside. Also, you may need to check local zoning 
ordinances to make sure you may operate a business from your residence. 
B. Lease Your Own Space 
This is the most expensive way to start, as it almost always obligates you to a large long-term 
lease. With your own space you can have it built-out to your specifications. Unless you have a 
good existing client base with significant cash flow, you should strongly consider other options. 
C. Sublease Space from Another Lawyer 
This arrangement is very common among the local legal community. Look at state and local bar 
magazines or websites for classified ads to find space. If you live in a city, locate a 
neighborhood where you would like to locate an office. Identify office buildings that appeal to 
you, and then consult with the law offices, listed in the tenant directory in the lobby of the 
building, by calling the office manager or firm administrator. They may have some space 
available that they just didn’t have time to list with a broker or advertise in a publication. These 
arrangements can often be the best because the firms understand confidentiality issues and may 
be a source of business referrals. 
  A sublease arrangement can be solely for office space, or can include other services 

such as telephone answering, copier privileges, secretarial services, and reserved access to a 
conference room. These extra services are often desirable and less expensive than 
purchasing the office machines and hiring a receptionist/secretary. If you choose a sublease 
with these services, make sure that the lease/contract specifies how often and when these 
services are available to you, and what happens if they are unavailable (e.g., the secretary 
assigned to you quits) or if you exceed the lease/contract limits (e.g., you need to copy 
10,000 pages of discovery).  

  Your lease may call for your rent payments to be made by check, but it is also common 
to provide legal services to the landlord law firm in exchange for your monthly lease 
obligation. This can really help your cash flow situation, but can cause many unforeseen 
problems. If your lease requires you to provide 20 hours of services per month, which hours 
must you provide? What if you have an important case and are unavailable when your 
landlord needs you? Whose professional liability insurance covers your landlord's client? 
What if the landlord does not like the quality of your work? What if the landlord is too 
demanding in the level of work required? What if your landlord asks you to work on a case 
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that causes a conflict of interest? If you choose a rent-for-services arrangement, make sure 
you consider all foreseeable problems and conflicts. 

D. Contract with a Professional Office Provider
Several companies, especially in larger metropolitan areas, in are in the business of providing
office space and office services to small companies or practices in a large office suite 
environment. These professional suites are usually on a single floor of a large office building, 
and may look like a large law firm to outsiders, but the individual offices are leased to 
numerous small enterprises. The office suite usually provides a private answering service, 
receptionist, conference rooms, secretarial help and other services on a per usage basis. These 
professional suites can be a cost-effective alternative to doing it all yourself, and are popular 
with many sole practitioners. As with any leasing arrangement, thoroughly check it out before 
you sign. Ask a colleague, look in bar association classified ads, or check the Google under 
"Office Space Rental". 

E. Virtual Offices
Professional office providers and some law firms offer “virtual office packages”. These are 

often low-cost plans that provide an office address and some services, but no full-time office 
space. They are basically a front door to your office, supporting mostly lawyers who work from 
home. The virtual offices provide a mailing address (often with mail forwarding services), 
limited conference room time, phone answering services, and occasional secretarial services. 
These are very cost-effective, but are often only viable for several years until your practice 
expands beyond the capacity of this type of office.

State and Local License and Tax Requirements 

A. Be sure to check the city, county, and state licensing, zoning, and business entity taxation requirements 
before you open your practice.

Federal Tax Considerations
A. The IRS publishes the Tax Guide for Small Business that contains information about federal tax laws 

that apply to businesses. The publication includes information on the major forms of business 
organization, accounting practices, the tax aspects of assets, income, expenses, and employer tax 
obligations. Contact the IRS at 800/829-1040 or www.irs.gov to download Publication 334. 

B. You should figure your estimated income taxes, and you may need to file quarterly withholding. 
Contact the IRS and ask for Publication 505 and Form 1040-ES. You should also be familiar with the 
self-employment tax, a social security and Medicare tax for individuals who work for themselves. 
Request Publication 533 and Schedule SE to Form 1040. 

C. If you employ another person, you will need to obtain an employer identification number from the IRS. 
Order Form SS-4; also Publication 1635 "Understanding Your EIN" and Publication 15 "Employer's 
Tax Guide (Circular E)" from www.irs.gov.

Liability Insurance 

Plain and simple—don't leave home without it! Professional liability insurance is a must for every lawyer, 
although not mandated by the bar. This is not a place to skimp and save money when starting your practice. 
More and more lawyers are being sued every day even when there was no legal malpractice committed. 
Malpractice claims are a fact of life in our profession today, and while you may never commit malpractice, you 
will probably need the coverage at least once in your career. 

http://www.irs.gov/
http://www.irs.gov/
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Make sure you understand the policy you are buying—not all policies cover the same occurrences or the 
same time periods. Take the time to read and understand the policy definitions, limitations and exclusions. This 
could save you a good bit of stress and money in the future.

Liability coverage is available through a number of different brokers. However, buying malpractice insurance 
through your state bar or specialty bar associations has added advantages. Often, the bar-endorsed program has 
better service and competitive rates because that broker wants to maintain the bar’s endorsement.

The ABA Standing Committee on Lawyers' Professional Liability has several helpful free resources to help 
you understand and purchase liability insurance at 
http://www.americanbar.org/groups/lawyers_professional_liability/resources.html

Office Technology and Equipment

Computer technology changes rapidly, and individual needs and user familiarity cover a wide spectrum 
such that the topic is difficult to cover in a few paragraphs. It is recommended that you have a desktop of laptop 
not more than 2 years old plus a reliable printer, such as a all-in-one printer/copier/scanner model. Whatever you 
decide to purchase, be sure to factor in the availability of technical support and maintenance. You will want to 
deal with a computer manufacturer or reseller that will provide you with fast and reliable service. This may be 
the most important factor in deciding where to purchase your computer. You’ll also want the latest versions of 
office productivity software—Microsoft Office, plus calendaring, billing, and financial management software. 
(Discussed below.) Be sure to protect your data with proper back-up equipment and security software (anti-
virus, firewall, intrusion protection, etc.).  Lawyers want and need to be more mobile these days, so a 
smartphone with a good data plan that allows you to check and respond to email is almost required.

Communication is the lifeblood of any successful law practice. Your telephone is your lifeline to your 
clients, potential clients, the courts, and opposing counsel (not to mention your family and friends). Make sure 
to take the time to consider your telephone needs. 

If phone service is part of your office lease, make certain that your phone needs are accommodated. Be sure 
to call your provider in advance (at least two weeks before you plan to open or print your letterhead) to reserve 
your phone number(s) and make sure that your phone will be working. Consider national VoIP providers such as 
Vonage in addition to any local provider. If you expect to be out of the office a fair amount of time, consider 
making your cell phone your business phone, or at least have a call-forwarding option. 

If you will not have a receptionist, you will need to engage an answering service or arrange for voice mail. 
An answering service may be more comforting for clients than voice mail, plus a service can be useful if 
someone claims to have left you an important message you did not receive. Voice mail is available through 
phone numerous sources including your phone service provider, virtual office suite companies, or you can 
simply purchase an answering machine. You will need to decide what is best for your situation. 

Facsimile and Copiers: Faxing is less important today, but may be needed occasionally; copying capability 
remains a necessity for any office, so consider a multi-function copier/printer/fax machine. These desktop 
machines are now very reliable and cost-effective. Consider a laser versus inkjet model, as the prices on color 
laser technology have dropped to under $500.  Multi-function machines can be handy, even if access to a full-
size copier is included in your lease or sublease agreement.

Smartphones: These portable computers can really save time and frustration, especially if you are out of the 
office a significant portion of your week, or if you split your time between your office and a home office. 
Whether it is an Android, iPhone or other voice plus data device, the convenience and productivity are well 
worth the investment for your business.

http://www.americanbar.org/groups/lawyers_professional_liability/resources.html
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Office Furniture and Supplies  
 
Furniture: To one degree or another, you will need to obtain office furniture and equipment. If you sublease an 
office or rent in a professional office suite, basic office furniture is often included. You can supplement with 
additional furniture of your own. If you need to purchase several large pieces, check out estate sales or used 
furniture resellers—you can save some hard-earned money and still get quality furniture. At a minimum, you 
will need a 30" x 72" desk, a computer stand or credenza including space for a printer, a desk chair, two office 
chairs, a small table and two chairs for the waiting area, several filing cabinets (preferably letter size verticals) 
and a bookcase. A small conference table with chairs for working sessions with clients may also be useful. You 
should have enough storage pieces to organize your office (and keep clutter out of sight when clients visit), but 
don't overload the office with too much stuff. Frame and hang your diplomas and bar admissions certificate to 
inform your clients of your professional qualifications and to remind you of your achievements. A few pictures 
of family of friends (or whatever brings you a smile) and tasteful art can help make your office a more 
comfortable place to work.  
 
     Letterhead and Business Cards: Your letterhead and business cards represent you to all who receive them. 
High-quality engraved stock will always send a positive message about your business to clients, prospective 
clients, colleagues and friends. Be sure to include your business address and not just a post office box, your 
business phone and fax numbers, as well as an email address. You may also include any additional information, 
such as bar admissions, degrees and association memberships, provided the information is factually correct. 
Look at the stationery and business cards you receive from colleagues to get ideas for your own letterhead and 
cards. Resist the urge to order large quantities of each: you will likely change business locations during the early 
years of your practice.  
 
Lawyer Trust Accounts and IOLTA Program  

A. A lawyer's responsibility for client funds that are entrusted to him or her are governed by the Rules of 
Professional Conduct n effect in each state. Specifically Rule 1.15 (as numbered in the ABA Model 
Rules and in many states) provides the guidance each lawyer needs to properly set-up and maintain a 
trustworthy trust account. The following is a "nuts and bolts" overview of the rules, but is not a 
substitute for reading the Rule for yourself:  

1. Funds given to a lawyer to hold for a client or third-party must be held in an account separate 
from the lawyer's own funds. [Rule 1.5(a)] 

2. The account must be maintained in the state where the lawyer’s office is situated, and the title of 
each account must be clear. The signature card of the account is the proper authorizing 
document, which must list the account as a trust or escrow account (sometimes also labeled 
“IOLTA” account, so check your state rules). The lawyer or firm name must also be on the 
account. 

3. In most situations, the funds held by the lawyer on behalf of a client are held for a short duration 
or are nominal in amount. Most lawyers set up their trust account as a common client or pooled 
account rather than open one account for each new client. The funds in this pooled account will 
be deposited together, but financial records of each transaction must be maintained. The account 
journal must be maintained for all activity in the account, and individual client ledgers must also 
be maintained so that each client’s funds in the account are ascertainable at any moment in time. 
Bookkeeping software often does this for you, but make sure you understand how the software 
works. Remember, you can delegate the administration of this account, but you cannot abdicate 
the responsibility. 

4. When most of us left law school, we had a cursory understanding that we could not steal client 
money, but no law school I know of taught the basics of managing a trust account. And while 
there are lawyers who steal client funds from trust accounts, it is the trustworthy lawyers who 
never intend to steal, but who mismanage a trust account that often get into trouble. 
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5. Intentional misappropriation is by far the more serious matter, but most states treat reckless or 
negligent trust accounting with the seriousness it deserves. 

6. Know Rule 1.15—Safekeeping Property (it may be numbered differently in your jurisdiction). 
Read it. Read it annually on the anniversary of your bar admission. 

7. No matter how painful and boring it is, reconcile your account monthly. If you have someone do 
this for you, make sure you understand the bookkeeping system being used, in case the person 
leaves your employ and to properly oversee that it is being maintained correctly. 

8. Choose ugly checks for your trust account—ones you would never choose for your personal 
account. Don’t make the mistake of mixing your operating account with your trust account. 

9. Funds in a pooled client trust account are not fungible. Don't disburse a settlement check from 
your trust account to a client until that client’s deposited funds have cleared the bank. 

10. Understand the importance of client ledgers. These are in addition to your general ledger, and 
track how much each client has in your pooled trust account. If you don’t understand this 
concept, stop and learn it now from your accounting software, office manager, or bookkeeper. 

11. Make copies of every check and deposit slip going in and out of your trust account. These 
copies are your insurance policy to prevent problems caused by the potential dishonestly of 
clients, staff, and others, and the problems of a hazy memory if a complaint ultimately surfaces. 

12. Have a good audit trail as discussed in Financial Management below. 

Financial Management  
 

        This is a very important, but often neglected area of practice management. (Lawyers are not known as 
"number-crunchers.") As a small business owner, you should devise a system to help you calculate your income 
and expenses on a regular basis, preferably monthly. Understanding your cash flow will help you better 
determine where you can make improvements in your business practices. If your practice is busy, but you are 
not generating income, you can focus on raising your fees or better collection techniques; if you are generating 
income, but not making any profit, then you need to curb expenses. While simplistic, this should give you a 
sense of the importance of knowing your income and expenses. If you can afford the services of a part-time 
bookkeeper to assist you, by all means retain one.  

 
A. Operating Accounts:  
Most sole practitioners and small firms have one checking account to receive earned income and pay day-to-day 
overhead expenses. The money in this account is your money, and should never include money you are holding 
in trust for your clients. Conversely, money in your client trust account is not your money and should never be 
used to pay your business expenses. 
 
B. Client Trust Accounts: 
Settlement funds, insurance checks, and similar payments on behalf of a client are commonly placed in a trust 
account for purposes of confirming receipt and proper disbursement. Further advance fees (often called 
“retainers”) and costs must be placed into your client trust account rather than your operating account. 
Maintaining a trustworthy account is a key aspect of our professionalism. Failure to do so can mean serious 
disciplinary trouble. However, if you take the time each month to pay a little attention to your client trust 
account, you will avoid almost all problems. The key to sound trust accounting is a good audit trail. 
 
 1. Making a Good Audit Trail  
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 The key to a good trust fund accounting system is making it simple enough so you don't avoid 
doing a regular accounting, but detailed enough to recreate your financial transactions if problems do 
arise. A sound audit trail will help track your financial movements so you can reconstruct what 
occurred. This could save you countless hours of figuring out an error or sleepless nights worrying 
about it or worse: a visit from Bar Counsel's staff. Elements of a good audit trail include:  
 
• Orderly bank statements  
 
• Copies of deposit slips with all checks comprising the deposit individually noted on the deposit 

slip (including check amount, who the funds are for, and where the funds came from)  
 
• Copies of checks deposited (both front and back)  
 
• A cash receipts journal showing cash received (although checks make a better "paper trail" than 

cash)  
 
• Check stubs showing monies withdrawn from the account  
 
• A ledger for each client showing each transaction involving his or her funds in the pooled trust 

account  
 
• A "bank charges ledger" showing your contributions to the account to cover bank charges 
 
• An account journal showing every transaction in the account, including bank charges. (This is 
more than a checkbook register, and should include the date of the transaction, the client name or 
number, source of the deposit or name of payee, check number and purpose of the payment, the amount 
of the check or deposit, and a running balance of the account.)  

 
 2. The Process of Account Reconciliation  

 Make a copy of each check to be deposited into the trust account and a copy of each check 
written on the account. Also make a copy of each written instruction (i.e., letter from your client) to 
remove funds from the account. Keep these copies in a file designated by month that includes that 
month's bank statement, copies of checks and deposit slips, and a copy of the account journal showing 
transactions for the month. Store each file chronologically. If a problem arises, you have all the 
supporting documents in one easy-to-find location.  
 
      It is best if you reconcile the trust account balance each month: You should compare the bank 
statement to the deposit slips and checks written and compare them against the account journal. You 
should also check these against the individual client ledgers on a monthly or at least quarterly basis. 
Accountants, bookkeepers and office personnel may be able to do this for you, but you are ultimately 
responsible for any problems. If you delegate this function (and many lawyers do), be sure to review the 
reconciliation process and results on a regular basis. 
 
  If you choose to do your own accounting or have a bookkeeper into your office, an excellent 
habit to get into is to review the trust account journal and client ledger to confirm the balances before 
signing the check. Be sure to double check the information printed on the check. Immediately after 
signing all checks, make a copy of each one to be put into your monthly account file. This may take a 
few more minutes each week, but it will increase your confidence in your record keeping process (and 
thereby reduce your stress). 

  
 There are a number of inexpensive accounting software programs on the market (such as 
Quicken, QuickBooks, and MYOB, Money, and others) that can work well for the solo or small firm 
practitioner. However, you should be familiar with accounting principles in order to use them efficiently 
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and correctly. If you are not disciplined to do your business accounting on a regular basis, then hire 
someone to do it. But do not abdicate your responsibility to review the work of your bookkeeper 
regularly. 

 
 

Practice Management Systems and Procedures  
 
 Every business needs to have a set of systems and procedures to accomplish the work that needs to be 
done. Common systems in a law practice include time and billing systems to track expenses and bill clients 
for your services, and calendar and docketing systems to keep you organized, on time, and to avoid missing 
important events.  
 
     These systems, if properly implemented, will improve the efficiency of your practice, improve your legal 
services to your clients, help you to avoid problems that can lead to malpractice and disciplinary complaints, 
and reduce the stress in the day-to-day practice of law.  
 
     Creating these systems does not have to be complicated. Actually, a simple system that works is better 
than a complicated one. The hard part is having the discipline to stick with your system until it is so well 
integrated into the way you do business that you cannot work without it! 
 
     The most common types of law office systems and procedures are listed below. Use these to develop 
your own systems. Write down your systems and procedures step by step. Do this so you will remember 
them, but also for any employee to refer to when learning how your system works.  
 
A. Client Communications 

Attorney/Client Relationship: Effective and regular communication is the foundation of a positive and 
profitable relationship with your client. Communicate with your client throughout your relationship to 
build the relationship and avoid problems:  

1. Listen to your client. Learn the client's initial goals for the relationship and put them in writing. 
Provide realistic advice and guidance. Continue to listen to the client's goals and expectations 
throughout the relationship; note in writing to the client if the goals or expectations change.  

2. Provide a written fee agreement, the foundation of your lawyer/client relationship. The written 
fee agreement should encompass the scope of the representation, the basis for the fee, the timing 
of your services, and any other issues negotiated.  

3. If you decline to represent a prospective client, write a letter to confirm your “non-engagement” 
so the "client" doesn't wrongfully claim later that you were his or her attorney.  

4. Disengagement letters should be sent with a final bill; an order of withdrawal may also still be 
necessary. [See Rule 1.16 of the Rules of Professional Conduct, and court rules if the matter is 
pending before the court.]  

5. Schedule face-to-face meetings with each client periodically; use these meetings to build your 
relationship with your client, especially if circumstances of the case or the expectations of your 
client change.  

6. Special communication problems with "difficult" clients: Learn to identify problem clients who 
may need more direct communications. These clients include lawyer shoppers, clients who are 
reluctant to pay a retainer or seek a reduced retainer, vengeful clients, and clients who have 
unreasonable expectations. Do not be afraid to terminate a client appropriately if the problems 
persist, for you may be the client’s next defendant.  

7.     The telephone is an important communication tool, and managing your calls is critical. Many 
clients choose solo practitioners and small firms because they want quick access to their lawyer. 
Here are a few guidelines to keep clients happy. (And a happy client is a paying client!)  
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8. Your receptionist is your "Manager of First Impressions.” The way your receptionist welcomes 
and handles clients by telephone or in person will set the tone for how the client views your 
firm. Poor skills and attention will result in fewer clients. If you are unavailable to talk to a 
client, your receptionist must take clear and accurate messages and leave the client confident 
that the message will get to you. If you have an answering service or machine, make sure that 
the out-going message is clear, and that the system works properly (test it from time to time). If 
you retrieve your own messages, write them down on individual message slips so you have a 
record of each call. Use message slips on colored paper to make them easier to find on your 
desk or briefcase.  

9. Use each telephone message slip as a prompt to return the call. When returning the call, take 
notes of the conversation with your client; if you do not get through to the client on the first 
attempt, make a note of the date and time on the slip. If your client complains that you did not 
call back, you will have a note of your good faith attempt(s).  

10. Respond to all telephone calls within 24 hours. If at all possible, respond the same day. If you 
cannot respond, assign a responsible staff member to call and take a detailed message.  

11. If possible, set aside blocks of time each day to return telephone calls from clients. Prompt 
return calls are appreciated by clients and will help build your relationship with them. 

12. Give your client a constant reminder of your progress in the client’s case by sending copies of 
most, if not all written materials in the matter. Send a copy of all pleadings and motions to your 
client with a brief note of explanation, and a reminder to call you if he or she has any questions. 
Also send copies of correspondence to and from opposing counsel in the same manner. If you 
are billing hourly, be sure to log this time. If you are billing on a flat fee basis, be sure to 
include this service in your quoted fee.  

13. Give your client a legal file folder at the time he or she signs the written fee agreement. Put the 
client's copy of the written fee agreement in the file, and instruct your client to keep all written 
communications, pleadings and bills in the file for future reference. 

14. Monthly bills are an excellent form of communication with your client. The bill should project 
your efforts on behalf of the client. Use descriptive terms that inform the client of your efforts. 
Avoid short descriptions such as “Services Rendered” or “Research.” A bill that projects effort 
and value is more likely to get paid!  

15. Create a form cover letter for each client to generate a letter quickly to that client. Include the 
client address block, greeting, and salutation, and pre-format it for your letterhead. Store it in 
your computer for easy retrieval the next time you need to send that client a letter. This will 
keep your costs low by increasing your productivity.  

B. Docket and Calendar Control System 
The key to a successful system is to have two sets of eyes and two brains frequently comparing and 
updating the calendars. Humans make scheduling errors, and those errors need to be found before they 
become a serious problem. In the best of all possible worlds, you will control the entries on one calendar 
and a staff person will control the other. Compare the two calendars on a weekly or biweekly basis by 
reading aloud line by line through one calendar, while the other person is following on his or her 
calendar. Go through the calendar until the last event listed. Make sure you have not forgotten to add an 
event to both calendars, accidentally double-booked time, or recorded an event on the wrong day or 
time. Immediately resolve any discrepancies. Now if your computer-based calendar crashes or you lose 
your portable calendar, you have an accurate back-up calendar that avoids what would have been an 
almost certain disaster.  

1. A proper Docket Control/Calendar system must have at least two separate calendars: both 
paper-based or one paper-based and one computer calendar system. I print out of your computer 
calendar is not a separate calendar. 
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2. The controls must be maintained by separate individuals, with the attorney being one; if you are 
a solo practitioner without employees, consider sharing the task with a convenient, 
noncompeting colleague.  
 Staff should be adequately trained to schedule calendar events properly, and should 

understand the paramount importance of an accurate calendar.  
3. When a new event is scheduled, such as a client meeting, deposition, real estate closing, or 

discovery due date, the date and time of the event should be placed on both calendars. Develop 
a form that is circulated to all calendars in your firm or practice group.  
 One person should be charged to receive all incoming mail, faxes and emails from a court. 

Develop a further system to forward and share emails between you and the second person 
maintaining a separate calendar. The item should be placed on one calendar immediately. 
Then the original paper document or email should then be forwarded to the proper attorney 
who will manage the calendaring for the second independent calendar. 

 If the event is set by telephone or in person, the person scheduling the event should give the 
details to the person in charge of the second calendar to update.   

4. If the calendar item is court related (e.g. a notice of hearing, discovery), then the person 
receiving the document should make a copy for a tickler file made up of 31 sections, and filed 
according to the date of the hearing, etc. (See next section for detail on creating a tickler 
system.) 

5.   The system must be cross-checked periodically--preferably weekly. Each Friday (or whatever 
day you choose each week), a weekly calendar for the following week showing all events for all 
attorneys (in the firm or practice group) should be distributed to each attorney and appropriate 
staff. At that time the tickler file should be cross-checked against the items on the calendar. 
Thereafter, the two calendars should be compared for the following week. At least once per 
month the two calendars should be compared for a 4-6 month time period. 

6. Each attorney should have a back-up attorney to handle cases in case of illness or emergency. If 
you are a sole practitioner, find a compatible colleague who can monitor your cases; seek 
permission from your clients to have another attorney handle any emergencies while you are 
away. Be sure to check for conflicts in advance and resolve them. 

C. Reminder (or Tickler) System  
1. A tickler system is a way to remind you of upcoming events or deadlines. It is separate from 

your calendar, and works as an independent system to make sure you never miss an important 
event or deadline. The tickler system can be part of a case management program on your 
computer, or it can be a paper-based manual system you create yourself. The best one is 
whichever one works for you. 

2. The manual system has many versions, but this one seems to work best:  
· Create a file or purchase an accordion file with at least 31 subparts numbered 1 to 31; 

make a copy of each important motion, notice, etc., and place it in the file according to 
the date of the month on the document. The date of the event should also be entered on 
your calendar system. You or a staff member should regularly check the tickler file at 
least several days or a week in advance. It is OK to file documents for different months 
in the same folder. 

· Examples of what to place in the file include letters to opposing counsel for which you 
are waiting for a response, discovery notice filed according to the due date, hearing 
notices, and deposition notices.  

3. Computer-based calendaring programs such as Outlook or in a practice management software 
application usually include some form of tickler system. Any of these software programs can be 
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helpful if used consistently. Apply the same discipline to events and appointments as you do to 
incoming hearing notices and other litigation documents. Get that appointment in your 
tickler/reminder system as soon as possible.  

4. Because no system is foolproof, plan on physically reviewing each of your files at least six 
times per year. This will often catch an event you may have missed, and maybe generate a new 
idea or tactic in the case.  

D. Conflicts Checking System  
1. Each firm should have a written policy on conflicts and how to check for client conflicts. The 

policy should include a process for maintaining a conflicts filing system, a procedure for 
checking conflicts before a prospective client is interviewed, and a procedure for checking 
conflicts before hiring new lawyers or staff.  This is especially important in a litgation firm, but 
is still applicable to a transactional firm because of possible future hires of litigators or adding 
other practice areas later. 

2. An alphabetical contact management system of all clients and opposing clients is needed for 
most practices, especially litigators, family lawyers, and similar. For each contact list the type of 
legal service performed next to the client name. Also note the date the file was opened, the date 
closed, the lawyers in your office assigned to the case. If you do corporate work, include 
additional information about officers, directors, subsidiaries and parent companies, principal 
owners, and other professionals serving the entity. You will also have to keep track of the 
prospective clients you initially interview, but that do not engage your services.  

3. Keeping your conflicts file on a computer can be very effective if the information is kept up-to- 
date and is well organized. Many lawyers use their time and billing program or practice 
management applications to enter all clients, even clients not retaining the firm. The program 
can then be searched to check conflicts. An inexpensive computer-based system conflict system 
is to create a document in Word or Excel that includes the names of all potential conflicts. You 
can then search that document for possible conflicts using the "Search" function in the word 
processing program.  

4. The more complex the matters you handle, the more sophisticated and thorough your conflicts 
system should be. You can delegate this task, but you should not abdicate responsibility.  

E. Case File Management System 
After calendaring, file management creates the greatest opportunity for sloppy management. Sloppy 
files lead to sloppy cases. Sloppy cases lead to disgruntled clients. Disgruntled clients lead to–well, we 
don’t need to go there!  

1. Effective case file management includes a system for filing each client file and filing each paper 
document in each file. An organized file allows you to work more efficiently, and shows the 
client your level of commitment to the case.  

· File Control:  
Develop an easy system and stick to it. Start with centralized storage of all files: 
Alphabetical storage of files in a file cabinet will do. (Some lawyers swear by a 
numerical filing system that avoids rearranging file drawers when new clients arrive, it 
requires you to memorize the file number for each client.) Even if you are a sole 
practitioner without administrative help, file the files correctly each time. Do not leave 
files on your desk unless you are working on the file. Each file should have the client 
name displayed on the file tab, but avoid file labels that include detailed client 
information; when you take the file to court, confidential information may be visible for 
all to see. 

· File Organization:  
Create a filing system for each file, based on your particular practice area. Use files that 
have at least four inside surfaces with prongs to attach documents. Keep each client file 
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organized the same way, so that you know where each type of document (pleading, 
correspondence, discovery, etc.) is in each file. For example, file all documents related 
to your attorney/client relationship inside the front cover, place all correspondence on 
one surface, all pleading on another. Use the additional surfaces for discovery forms, 
evidentiary documents and reports. 

· Closing and Storing the Client File: 
At the end of each case, review your client's file for materials that can be returned to the 
client. Make copies of case law, briefs and memos that may be useful for your "forms 
file". If you agree to keep the client file, be sure to maintain the file in a safe, secure 
location for future reference. Let your client know that you will keep the file in storage 
for a minimum number of years required by bar ethics opinions (often 5-7 years). While 
it is true that your client may be more likely to return to your services knowing that you 
have a complete history and file, you are also taking on a responsibility to properly 
maintain the file.  

F. Forms/Document Management and Retrieval System  
1. Creating a procedure to recover pleadings, briefs and memos from case files will save you time 

and effort the next time you encounter a similar case or factual issue. The basic idea is to save 
helpful documents that you have created or copied so that you do not have to recreate the 
documents from scratch.  

· After preparing a pleading or brief, store the document in a "forms" directory of your 
word processing program for later access and use (e.g., c:\forms\will). The same issue 
may arise in a later case, and you will already have the basis for a new pleading or brief.  

· At the end of each case, search the file for attorney work product (from all counsel in 
the case) that may be used as a basis for a pleading or brief in a later case. 

· Copies of published cases that you may have copied to use in your case should be 
recycled from client files for use in later cases.  

2. Paper Storage: Use a separate file drawer to archive these recovered documents. File the 
pleadings, briefs and memos alphabetically in folders labeled by subject area. In a separate 
drawer, file copies of published cases alphabetically in folders by case name. Even if you just 
save the leading cases in your practice area, reusing the copies of these cases in the future will 
save time, money (and trees)! 

3.    Creating a firm library on your computer or across a network is actually better than saving it in 
hard copy. Create several folders on your computer to drag and drop briefs, pleadings, and more 
than can be reused in the future. 

4. Discovery: Proper storage and safekeeping of your client's discovery documents are required. 
Important client documents and case evidence should also be protected from theft, fire, or other 
physical damage. Most attorneys do not have space or resources to house everything in 
fireproof file cabinets, but there are some things that may be worth the additional investment. A 
"one-of-a-kind" piece of evidence in your possession should probably be kept in a fireproof 
safe. Evidentiary photos can be stored separately from the negatives; store the negatives off-site 
in a secure and confidential location such as a safe deposit box.  

G. Timekeeping and Billing System 
An efficient timekeeping system will capture more billable time. An efficient billing system will help 
you collect your fees for the time billed.  

1. Keep a time sheet or mobile time entry device at hand at all times. The time sheet can be a 
preprinted form or a “pop-up” timer on your computer. Decide what type of time-capturing 
device is best for you and stick to it.  
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2. When you are finished with a task for one client, log your time immediately. Studies are 
unanimous: The sooner you log your time after completing the task, the greater your financial 
return on the time billed. If you wait to log the time, you are likely to forget to bill it. And if you 
do remember later, you will often forget the actual amount of time spent on the task, and log 
less time for the client so as not to risk overcharging. 

3. Periodically throughout the month, transfer your time sheets into your billing system so that at 
the end of the month all time logged is ready to be billed.  

4. The primary goal of billing is to turn your legal services into financial compensation. Send 
monthly bills to every client whom you did work for that month and any client who still owes 
you money. The secondary goal of billing is to communicate with the client. A properly drafted 
bill will inform the client of the progress in the case. Even if you didn't do any work that month 
for an active client, getting your name and telephone number before the client keeps you in your 
client's mind. Use your firm letterhead or reasonable facsimile to print your bill.  

5. Run your bills and mail them on the same day each month. Clients will expect to receive a bill 
about the same time each month. Time your bills to reach your clients at the point in the month 
when they are most likely to have funds to pay. 

6. Discuss expenses with your client and reach an understanding about discretionary expenses 
such as large-volume copying and overnight delivery charges.  

7. Set up a Merchant Credit Account so you can accept client payments by credit card. You can do 
this through the financial institution that handles your other banking needs, or your state bar 
association may have a program they endorse. The cost is usually less than $300 (for the credit 
card scanner and printer), and approximately two percent (2 percent) of each transaction. It is an 
inexpensive way to increase your collections. 

8. If a bill to a client is going to be unusually large, place a call to the client to discuss the bill. Do 
not feel guilty and reduce the bill; make sure the client understands the value of your work, and 
your efforts to provide value to the client.  

H. Strategic Planning 
Every law practice can benefit from some form of strategic planning. Make time to get away from your 
office every four to six months to look at the overall "big picture" of your practice. Set theses dates and 
times a year in advance and try to stick to them. If you can, go somewhere relaxing. Review your 
marketing plan, business plan, financial reports (income and expense statements, accounts receivable, 
time logs, etc.), client questionnaires and previous goals, and evaluate how you are doing, and where 
you are going. If you are in a firm, include all attorneys in the firm in this process. Ask for input and 
suggestions from staff as well.  

1. If you do not have one in your business plan, create a mission or goal statement for yourself and 
your practice. Short term goals of six months to a year and long term goals of two to five years 
are common. Review these statements periodically. 

2. After evaluating your past and present performance, set long and short term goals for your 
practice. These goals can be in the areas of marketing, revenue, employee moral, client 
satisfaction, personal satisfaction, or the numbers of new clients accepted. State your goals and 
stick to them!  

 



 
Top Fifteen Things to Do When Starting a Solo Practice 

 
By Reid F. Trautz 

 
 

Starting your own law practice is professionally and personally rewarding, 
with almost unlimited financial potential. It is law “Your Way”. But that freedom and 
potential reward requires hard work and attention to detail. You will spend 
hundreds of non-billable hours creating this practice or firm–an investment that will 
take several years or more to see the full returns. Starting a practice is not “rocket 
science”; however, it does require the proper planning. I asked America’s leading 
law practice management advisors to share their top ten tips for starting a law 
practice. The tips were so good, that I decided to increase the list to the following 
fifteen tips:   
   
15.  Start right from the beginning to organize properly your administrative 
procedures. It will pay off later.  Because you may not have that many clients to 
start, take this opportunity to be organized.  Make certain that you create simple 
(but effective) administrative procedures that will be a great help when you do get 
more clients. Some procedures you might consider are:  
 

Client intake information--use a case management software program to 
capture and reuse all the information including contact information such as 
names, phone numbers, addresses, etc. of clients.  Download the information 
to your PDA so you can contact your clients, opposing counsel, or co-counsel 
wherever you go!  

 
• Create a database with potential clients, referral sources etc. to use in 

your marketing efforts. 
 

• Write out your procedures for billing and collection--decide in the 
beginning what your policies should be for fees, credit and collections 
so that you can inform you very first client;   

 
• Establish personal goals for marketing that will be easy to maintain 

even after you start to get busier with clients; 
 

• Set up your time & billing software program, and do the same with 
your bookkeeping software if it is a separate program. Set up your 
chart of accounts so you can track your income and expenses. 

 



14. Contact your state bar’s practice management advisor (PMA) for resources in a 
variety of management areas.  A PMA is a lawyer or legal administrator who 
provides objective and practical information to bar members to assist them in the 
practice of law.  From client development to office technology to client trust account 
management, these experts can help you better serve your clients and gain more 
enjoyment from your practice. 
 
13.  Be clear about the practice areas you want to be involved in and steer away 
from those you don't.  It is much harder to be a 'jack of all trades' than a 'master of 
one or two'.   The temptation at first is to take any case that comes in the door in 
order to get money coming into the practice.  That requires more time to learn new 
practice areas, no matter how easy it looks when the client is sitting across the desk.  
Decide what areas you want to develop and pursue clients who need your expertise, 
not the other way around. 
 
12. Obtain a Federal Employer Identification Number. Many banks will not allow 
you to open a business checking account without an EIN. Apply on-line at IRS.gov. 
 
11. Have a source of revenue to pay your expenses and personal needs for the first 
six months of your practice.  True, if you are starting with clients, you may need only 
a month or two to start the cash flowing.  However, if you have no bona fide clients, 
it will take time to do the work, complete the bill and get the client to pay.  Getting a 
nice big fee advance is better, but it still has to sit in trust until you do the work and 
bill the client in accordance with your fee agreement.  Alternative sources of 
revenue include family members, loans, savings, and, if absolutely necessary, credit 
cards.  
 
10. Make sure you have a copy of--and read--your bar’s rules of professional 
conduct, especially the rules pertaining to client property, trust accounts (including 
IOLTA requirements), and communicating about your services (e.g., advertising and 
letterhead issues).     
 
9. Obtain a complete copy of your old firm's conflicts data.  Yes, even after you leave 
the firm, you cannot take a new matter or client in conflict with the former client or 
matter. Rather than rely on your memory, ask the firm for a computer file of the 
conflicts data.  Less desirable, but still effective is a paper printout of all your clients 
and client matters. You’ll have to then enter than data into your conflicts checking 
software program (often part of your case management or time & billing software.). 
 
8. Know that your life will morph through four phases: Getting Clients, Doing the 
Work, Billing the Clients/Admin Stuff, and A Life Outside the Office.  Don't neglect 
the last phase.  You are the economic engine that provides the power for your 
practice.  If you don't take care of yourself, you will not be able to take care of 
anyone else--clients or loved ones.  Exercise, eat right, limit alcohol, get enough 
sleep--all the things your mother told you to do.  
 



7. Find a "buddy" who will provide emergency assistance to your clients if you 
become unexpectedly unavailable through illness, injury, etc. Include in your fee 
agreement a clause that provides client consent for the named attorney to, if needed, 
review the file, obtain continuances or take other emergency action until you 
resume practice or the client can determine how they want to dispose of their 
matter. Buddy arrangements are usually reciprocal. By the way, your malpractice 
insurance carrier may require this. 
 
6. Get good accounting and time & billing software. Seriously consider case 
management software too.  There are several of these developed specifically for solo 
or small practices.  
 
5.  Determine your entity status.  So many things follow or flow from that decision.  
For example, if you choose to be a “sole proprietor”, there may be no need to 
register with the state corporation commission/division or to obtain a state tax 
registration from the Dept. of Revenue. It probably will effect which tax return to file 
too. 
 
4.  Make sure you have good daycare and a great housekeeper.  Opening and 
building a practice is time-consuming.  You will be very busy, especially your first 
year of solo practice.  Even if you work at home with children it is a good idea to 
have domestic assistance that allows you time to concentrate on your practice.  To 
help balance family and work obligations, have reliable help. 
 
3. Plan now to create networking opportunities on a regular basis that will enable 
you to avoid isolation, obtain guidance on cases, and provide referral sources for 
new business.  Join a bar section or committee.  Join a community organization near 
where you live.  Don’t just attend meetings, get involved! Volunteer to coordinate a 
program, event or publication. Show others you are personable, reliable, 
resourceful, and successful.....they will automatically ascribe those same attributes 
to your lawyering! 
 
2.  Get the support of your spouse or significant other.  Even more important than 
having good domestic help, is having the emotional and financial support of your 
spouse and children. Let them know that things are going to change and you will be 
counting on them to pick up more of the pieces since you will be concentrating on 
making the business a success. Let them know their investment in you will reap 
benefits in a short time.  Once the business is established, many solos choose to 
spend less time in the office and more time with family and friends.   
 
1. Develop a well-thought-out business plan with clear realistic goals so that you can 
establish adequate financing or line of credit with your bank.  A business plan 
should include your anticipated expenses as well as your marketing and client 
development plans.  A business plan does not have to be complicated, but it should 
be enough of a road map to lead you to your goals.  
 



Above all, enjoy! 
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